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Abstract 

In the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae the production of respiratory competent 

mitochondria requires the activity of several hundred proteins, the vast majority of 

which are encoded by nuclear genes and imported into mitochondria. A subset of 

these nuclear gene products are required for the expression of individual 

mitochondrial genes. Expression of the mitochondrial gene cob, encoding 

cytochrome b, requires the activity of at least seven nuclear gene products, 

including CBPl, CBSl and CBS2. CBPl is required for the stability of cob 

transcripts, while CBSl and CBS2 are required for translation of cob mRNA. 

Previous analyses of mitochondrial rearrangements that suppress cbpl, cbsl, or 

cbs2 mutations have led to the hypothesis that CBPl, CBSI and CBS2 interact 

with the 5' untranslated leader (UTR) of cob transcripts. 

To further define cob sequence important for stability or translation of cob 

transcripts, the expression of mutant cob genes, in which portions of the cob 

coding sequence or 5' UTR have been deleted, has been analyzed in vivo. 

Quantitation of steady-state levels of cob transcripts in wild-type CBPI and mutant 

cbpl strains carrying deletion mitochondrial genomes leads to the conclusion that 

a 63 nucleotide sequence is sufficient for the CBPl-dependent stability of cob 

transcripts. This sequence encompasses the site of cleavage that produces the 

mature 5' end of cob mRNA from precursor transcripts. Determination of the 5' 
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ends of mature cob mRNAs in the deletion strains indicated that this sequence is 

also sufficient for correct positioning of the cleavage. The data suggest that the 

cleavage is CBPl-dependent and occurs at a specific distance 5' of a recognition 

site located within the defined 63 nucleotides. In addition, the data suggest that 

the stability of the mature cob mRNA produced by the cleavage is dependent on 

sequence at its 5' end. Lastly, an analysis of the structure of a high molecular 

weight cob transcript present in a respiratory incompetent deletion strain leads to 

the hypothesis that 5' UTR sequence between -200 and -4 is required for 

interaction with factors, such as CBSl or CBS2, required for translation of cob 

transcripts. 
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Dissertation Overview 

The first chapter of this dissertation is a General Introduction in which I 

define the problem of mitochondrial biogenesis, and describe the use of the 

mitochondrial gene encoding cytochrome b in Saccharomyces cerevisiae as a model 

system for the study of mitochondrial biogenesis. Also presented are the specific 

questions that I attempted to answer with the experiments described in Chapters 

2,3 and 4. 

Chapter 2 is essentially a reproduction of a paper published in Current 

Genetics in 1990, and Chapter 3 is a reproduction of a manuscript submitted to 

Molecular and Cellular Biology in 1992. Chapters 2 and 3 contain detailed 

discussions of the results described therein. However, as the majority of the 

background material is presented in Chapter 1, the Introduction sections of these 

chapters are abridged versions of those in the original manuscripts. Also, the 

original Materials and Methods sections have been combined in Chapter 6. 

Chapter 4 describes unpublished experiments. This chapter is written as a 

"mini-manuscript" and contains a detailed discussion of the results. As for 

Chapters 2 and 3, the Introduction section of this chapter is brief, and the 

Materials and Methods have been included in Chapter 6. 
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In Chapters 1 through 4, I refer to figures which are either illustrations or 

reproductions of the original data. The figures described in each of the chapters 

are assembled together at the end of that chapter, with each figure legend on the 

page facing the figure it describes. 

Chapter 5 is a General Discussion in which I present a model based on the 

results of experiments described in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 and in the referenced 

studies. Included in this chapter are ideas for future experiments that would test 

and expand upon the presented model. 

Chapter 6 is a description of the materials and methods used to perform the 

experiments described. This chapter is followed by a Reference section, in which 

a full citation is given for each of the studies referred to in the text. 
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Chapter 1: General Introduction 

In all cells capable of aerobic growth, energy is obtained by a process termed 

respiration. During respiration, electrons obtained from the oxidation of carbon

based molecules are used in the reduction of molecular oxygen, resulting in the 

production of carbon dioxide and water, and in the release of energy. The energy 

released by these oxidation-reduction reactions is captured by the cell during the 

final phase of respiration. During this phase, known as "electron-transport," the 

electrons that are transferred from the carbon-based molecules to oxygen are 

passed along an electron-transport chain which is composed of four large protein 

complexes. The complexes of the electron-transport chain are always located 

within a cellular membrane, because the energy released as the electrons are 

transferred from one complex to the next is stored in the form of an 

electrochemical gradient across the membrane. This electrochemical gradient 

provides energy for the production of adenosine triphosphate (ATP), the molecule 

which fuels most energy-requiring reactions within the cell. 

In all eukaryotic cells the respiratory complexes and the ATP-generating 

enzyme are located within the inner membrane of organelles (membrane-enclosed 

compartments within a cell) termed mitochondria. Other enzymes involved in 

earlier phases of respiration are also located within mitochondria. Mitochondria 

(and chloroplasts) are unique among organelles because they contain their own 
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genetic material, which is expressed within the organelles. As mitochondrial genes 

encode a small subset of the protein components of the respiratory complexes, 

expression of the mitochondrial genome is required for respiration. However, in 

all eukaryotic cells the vast majority of proteins required for respiration are 

encoded by genes located within the nucleus of the cell and are transported into 

mitochondria. Nuclear genes encode components of the respiratory complexes, 

proteins with enzymatic or structural functions other than electron transport, and 

proteins required for expression of the mitochondrial genome. One goal of 

mitochondrial research has been to understand how the expression of two 

physically separate genomes is co-ordinated to produce a respiratory competent 

organelle, a process termed mitochondrial biogenesis. 

As in other eukaryotic cells, mitochondrial biogenesis in the yeast 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae is a complex process involving both nuclear and 

mitochondrial genes (for reviews see Costanzo and Fox, 1990; Grivell, 1989; 

Tzagoloff and Myers, 1986). In yeast, the mitochondrial genome is approximately 

80 kilobases and encodes seven major protein components of the respiratory chain 

complexes, including cytochrome b, a component of coenzyme QHz-cytochrome c 

reductase (complex III). The mitochondrial genome also encodes the rRNAs, 

tRNAs and one protein involved in mitochondrial translation, the RNA 

component of a mitochondrial RNase P required for tRNA processing, and 
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several proteins involved in the excision and/or mobility of introns found in several 

mitochondrial genes. 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae is capable of growing anaerobically on a fermentable 

carbon source such as glucose. Consequently, strains with mutations in nuclear or 

mitochondrial genes required for respiration can be isolated and maintained. 

Therefore, yeast is an ideal organism in which to study the interactions between 

nuclear and mitochondrial genes that result in the production of respiratory 

competent mito~hondria. To date, approximately two hundred nuclear genes 

required for respiratory function, termed PET genes, have been identified by 

mutation, and the mutants (pet mutants) fall into several phenotypic classes (for 

review see Tzagoloff and Dieckmann, 1990). One class of PET genes consists of 

nuclear genes that encode components of the respiratory complexes of the 

mitochondrial inner membrane. A second class includes PET genes that are 

required for the expression of the entire mitochondrial genome. Mutations in 

genes of this class, such as RP041, which encodes the core subunit of the 

mitochondrial RNA polymerase (reviewed in Schinkel and Tabak, 1989), have 

pleiotropic effects on the expression of mitochondrial genes. The products of a 

third class of PET genes are required for the expression of individual 

mitochondrial genes. 

Expression of the mitochondrial gene cob, encoding cytochrome b, provides a 
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good model system in which to study the interactions between nuclear PET gene 

products and mitochondrial genes. As illustrated in Figure 1, mitochondrial 

tRNAg1u and cob are co-transcribed from a promoter upstream of the tRNA gene 

(Christianson et ai., 1983; Christianson and Rabinowitz, 1983). Processing of the 

primary transcript results in the release of tRNAg1u (Chen and Martin, 1988; 

Hollingsworth and Martin, 1986) and production of mature cob mRNA, in which 

the 5' untranslated region (UTR) extends to nucleotide -954 relative to the cob 

AUG (Bonitz et al., 1982). In wild-type cells, the steady-state level of tRNAg1u is 

approximately IS-fold greater than that of mature cob mRNA (Mueller and Getz, 

1986), presumably reflecting a difference in the degradation rate of tRNAg1u as 

compared to that of cob transcripts. Translation of cob mRNA results in the 

production of apocytochrome b, which binds heme and is assembled into complex 

III in the mitochondrial inner membrane. 

At least seven PET gene products are necessary for cob expression, but do not 

directly affect the expression of other mitochondrial genes. One of these is the 

product of the nuclear CBPl gene (Dieckmann et ai., 1984a; Dieckmann et ai., 

1984b). In cbpl mutant strains, tRNAg1u accumulates to near wild-type levels, but 

cob transcripts are undetectable by northern blot analysis and the cells are unable 

to respire (Dieckmann et al., 1984b). Therefore, CBPI is required post

transcriptionally for the accumulation of cob transcripts and may playa role in 
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regulating the steady-state level of cob mRNA as compared to that of tRNAglu
• 

The phenotype of cbpl mutants is most easily explained by a model in which, 

following removal of tRNAgiu from the initial tRNAg1u-cob transcript, CBP1 

prevents the degradation of cob transcripts. Previous studies have identified CBP1 

as a mitochondrial protein (Weber and Dieckmann, 1990), prompting the 

hypothesis that CBP1 directly interacts with cob transcripts to prevent their 

degradation. CBPI could directly prevent the degradation of cob transcripts by 

anyone or a combination of the following mechanisms: (1) CBP1 could bind 

and/or modify unprocessed cob transcripts produced by endonucleolytic cleavage 

at the 3' end of tRNAgiu (refer to Figure 1), (2) CBP1 could bind and/or modify 

mature cob mRNA, or (3) CBPI could cleave precursor transcripts to produce 

mature cob mRNA that is resistant to degradation. An understanding of the 

interaction between CBP1 and cob transcripts will provide insight into the factors 

which determine the rate of RNA degradation in yeast mitochondria and the 

mechanisms by which nuclear gene products affect mitochondrial gene expression. 

One goal of the experiments described in this dissertation was to increase our 

understanding of the interaction between CBP1 and cob transcripts by defining the 

cis-acting site on cob transcripts that is sufficient for CBPI function. In a previous 

analysis (Dieckmann et at., 1984b), the mitochondrial petite genome rho4
-35 was 

isolated foIlowing selection for mitochondrial suppressors of cbpl mutations. 
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rho4
-
35 contains a hybrid gene, olil-cob, in which the promoter and 5' UTR of alii 

is fused to the cob coding sequence (Dieckmann et al., 1984b). The transcript 

produced by this hybrid gene accumulated in the cbpi background. 

Recombination between the rlzo4
-
35 genome and the wild-type, rlzo+ genome 

produced the novel gene, cob-olil-cob, in which the downstream two-thirds of the 

cob 5' UTR, from position -696 to -28, was replaced by alii leader sequence from 

position -355 to -21 (Dieckmann and Mittelmeier, 1987). In contrast to the olil

cob transcript, accumulation of the cob-olil-cob transcript was CBP1-dependent. 

These data suggest that CBP1 interacts with the cob 5' UTR upstream of 

nucleotide -696 to prevent the degradation of cob transcripts. 

To further define cob sequence sufficient for CBP1-dependent accumulation of 

cob transcripts, a series of mutant cob genes was constructed, in which either the 

cob coding sequence or portions of the cob 5' UTR were deleted. The in vivo 

expression of these mutant cob genes was then analyzed. The results of these 

studies lead to the conclusion that 63 nucleotides (nt) of the cob 5' UTR is 

sufficient for CBP1-dependent accumulation of the transcripts. Furthermore, the 

data suggest that CBP1 interacts within the defined 63 nt to prevent the 

degradation of unprocessed cob transcripts produced by endonucleolytic cleavage 

at the 3' end of tRNAglu
• The defined sequence encompasses the site of cleavage 

that produces the mature 5' end of cob mRNA from precursor cob transcripts and 
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is sufficient for correct positioning of the cleavage. The data are suggestive of a 

role for CBP1 in the cleavage, and I hypothesize that either CBP1, or a nuclease 

directed by CBP1, recognizes sequence within the defined 63 nt and cleaves 

precursor transcripts at a specific distance 5' of the recognition site. 

The expression of cob requires not only CBP1, but a multitude of both nuclear 

and mitochondrial gene products that are involved in processing and translation of 

the mRNA (for review see Tzagoloff and Myers, 1986; Costanzo and Fox, 1990). 

The structure of cob varies between strains; the coding sequence of the "long

form" of cob is interrupted by five introns, bI1 through bI5, while the "short-form" 

of cob contains only bI4 and bI5. The product of the nuclear PET gene, CBP2, is 

required for excision of bIS from precursor transcripts (McGraw and Tzagoloff, 

1983; Gampel et ai., 1989), while the products of the nuclear MRS1 (Bousquet et 

al., 1990; Kreike et al., 1986) and NAM2 (Labouesse, 1990) genes are required for 

the excision of introns bI3 and bI4, respectively. Also, proteins encoded within 

introns bI2, bI3 and bI4, termed maturases, are required for the excision of the 

introns that encode them (De La Salle et ai., 1982; Lazowska et af., 1980). The 

open reading frames encoding the maturases are in frame with the cob coding 

sequence; translation of the maturases is initiated at the cob AUG. As production 

of the maturases is dependent on the translation of cob transcripts, nuclear gene 

products required for cob translation are indirectly required for processing of the 
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RNA (Seraphin et al., 1987). 

Mitochondrial ribosomes, comprised of both nuclear and mitochondrial gene 

products, are required for translation of all protein-coding mitochondrial mRNAs, 

while the products of at least three nuclear PET genes, CBS1 (Rodel et al., 1985), 

CBS2 (Rodel, 1986) and CBP6 (Dieckmann and Tzagoloff, 1985), are required 

specifically for the translation of cob mRNA. To date, very little is known about 

the mechanism by which mitochondrial ribosomes recognize and initiate 

translation of mitochondrial mRNAs. An analysis of suppressors of the nuclear 

gene PET122, which is required for translation of the mitochondrial cox/II mRNA, 

is suggestive of an interaction between the PET122 protein and components of the 

mitochondrial ribosome (Haffter et al., 1990; Haffter et al., 1991). Therefore, 

gene specific translation factors may serve as "recognition factors ll that promote 

translation of particular mitochondrial mRNAs via direct interaction with the 

ribosomes. 

Several lines of evidence suggest that at least a subset of the factors required 

for translation of cob mRNA interact with the 5' UTR of the mRNA. First, by 

analogy with eukaryotic and prokaryotic systems, it is reasonable to hypothesize 

that translation of mitochondrial mRNAs involves interaction between components 

of the mitochondrial ribosome and the 5' UTRs of the mRNAs (Gold, 1988; 

Kozak, 1989). Second, analysis of the translational requirements of hybrid 
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mitochondrial genes bearing the cob or coxIII 5' UTR (Rodel and Fox, 1987; 

Costanzo and Fox, 1988), or of mutations in the 5' UTR of alii that inhibit 

translation of the mRNA (Ooi et al., 1987), suggests that translation factors 

interact with the 5' UTRs of mitochondrial mRNAs. In addition, suppression of 

cbsi and cbs2 mutations by the mitochondrial petite genome r!zo4.35, in which the 5' 

UTR of alii had been fused to cob coding sequence, led to the hypothesis that 

CBS1 and CBS2 interact with the 5' UTR of cob mRNA (Rodel, 1986). Finally, 

ill vitro studies have demonstrated binding of a 40 kDa protein (p40), present in 

mitochondrial extracts and hypothesized to be involved in translation of 

mitochondrial RNA, to the 5' UTRs of several mitochondrial transcripts, including 

that of cob (Papadopoulou et al., 1990; Dekker et al., 1992). 

A second goal of the experiments described in this dissertation was to further 

our understanding of the mechanisms by which nuclear gene products promote 

processing and/or translation of mitochondrial mRNAs by defining cob sequence 

required for processing and/or translation of cob transcripts. Toward this goal, I 

have analyzed the ill vivo expression of cob genes with deletions in the region of 

the 5' UTR not required for cob transcript accumulation, downstream of 

nucleotide -696. The results of this analysis suggest that the 200 nt directly 

upstream of the cob AUG is required for translation of the mRNA. 

As a consequence of the analyses described in this dissertation and the studies 
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referenced throughout, a model of the factors required for cob expression and the 

ways in which these factors interact can be proposed. Several experiments that 

might more precisely define the genetic and biochemical interactions occurring 

between the cob mRNA and the protein factors required for its stability, 

processing and translation are outlined in the final chapter. These and other 

experiments will lead to a more detailed model of the events involved in the 

production of respiratory competent mitochondria in eukaryotic cells. 
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FIG. 1. Expression of the mitochondrial gene cob. The top line depicts a portion 

of the mitochondrial genome including the cob transcription unit. Transcription 

begins at the cob promoter (rightward aJTOW), and proceeds through tRNAg1u (open 

circle) and cob coding sequences (stippled bar). The first base pair of the cob 

coding sequence is numbered + 1. Cleavage of primary transcripts at the positions 

indicated by vertical alTOWS produces tRNAg1u
, the 3' end of the mature cob 

mRNA and the 5' end of the mature cob mRNA at nucleotide -954. Translation 

of mature cob mRNA results in the production of apocytochrome b. 
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Chapter 2: Cob Sequence between .696 and ·1099 is Sufficient for 
CBPl.Dependent Transcript Stability 

Introduction 

The nuclear gene product CBP1 is required for the ,stability of cytochrome b 

25 

gene (cob) transcripts in yeast mitochondria. In cbpl mutant strains, the tRNA glu. 

cob unit is transcribed and tRNAg1u is processed from the primary transcript (refer 

to Figure 1), but the remainder of the precursor, including the cytochrome b 

coding sequence, is degraded (Dieckmann et at., 1984b). 

In previous studies, the analysis of transcripts produced by mitochondrial gene 

fusions, in which portions of the cob gene were replaced by analogous portions of 

the mitochondrial olil gene, suggested that CBP1 stabilizes cob transcripts via 

interaction with 5' untranslated region (UTR) upstream of -696 (Dieckmann et at., 

1984b; Dieckmann and Mittelmeier, 1987). However, the possibility remained that 

sequences within the cob coding or 3' untranslated regions are necessary for the 

CBPI-dependent stability of cob transcripts. 

To determine whether cob sequence upstream of -696 is sufficient for the 

stability of cob transcripts in CBPl strains, I have studied the expression of 

another hybrid gene, cob-oW. The cob-oW gene was formed by the deletion of 

mitochondrial sequence between -696 of cob and -356 of the downstream olil 

gene, encoding subunit 9 of the ATP synthase. This deletion resulted in the fusion 
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of cob sequence upstream of -696 to heterologous aliI sequence (diagrammed in 

Figure 2). Here I show that the stability of transcripts from the cob-oW gene is 

dependent upon CBPI, and that the hybrid transcripts are translated to produce 

ATP synthase subunit 9 in wild-type strains. As wild-type oW transcripts are not 

dependent upon CBP1 for stability, these results indicate that cob sequence 

upstream of -696 is sufficient for stabilization of the transcripts by CBPl. 

Results 

Formation of the cob-alii hybrid gene. The mitochondrial genome in E655/lnt, 

termed the rllOint4-35 genome, arose under sel~ction for respiratory-competent 

revertants of a cbpi mutation (see Dieckmann and Gandy, 1987). The rlzoint4-35 

strain is host to a population of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) molecules which 

differ in the number of copies of a 6.5 kb repeat present in the cob-oW region of 

the genome. The 6.5 kb repeats are flanked by identical 44 bp GC clusters 

(deZamaroczy and Bernardi, 1986) found at -696 of cob (Dieckmann and Gandy, 

1987) and -356 of oW (Ooi and Nagley, 1986; see Figure 2 for a representative 

molecule with two repeat units). Included in this population of genomes are 

molecules in which all of the 6.5 kb repeats have been deleted, as determined by 

Southern blot analysis (Dieckmann and Gandy, 1987). I hypothesized that such 

molecules, termed r/zoD.CO genomes, were the products of recombination between 
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the outermost GC clusters, resulting in the fusion of cob sequence upstream of 

position -696 to the olil coding sequence (Figure 2). Transcripts produced by this 

hybrid cob-olil gene would contain the cob sequences previously identified as 

necessary for the interaction between cob transcripts and CBP1 (Dieckmann and 

Mittelmeier, 1987). Therefore, I wanted to verify the structure of the hybrid cob

olil gene and to determine whether the stability of the cob-olil transcript would 

be dependent upon CBPl function. To accomplish these goals, wild-type (2-

55/~CO) and cbpl mutant (96/~CO) strains carrying the rlzotJ.co mitochondrial 

genome were derived from a rlzoint4-35 strain (Materials and Methods). 

To confirm the presence of the cob deletion in strains 2-55/~CO and 96/~CO, 

Hha I digests of mtDNA isolated from these rlzotJ.co strains were analyzed by 

Southern blot (Figure 3). Hha I digestion of rho + mtDNA produced two 

fragments derived from the cob-olil portion of the genome, 4.6 kb and 8.0 kb in 

length (Figure 3B, Lanes 3). However, Hha I digestion of rlzotJ.co mtDNA yielded 

a 5.8 kb fragment which was detected with probes derived from either cob 

sequence upstream of position -696 (5'cob) or the alii coding sequence (oli), but 

not with probes derived from either the cytochrome b coding sequence (cob) or 

the 5' terminal portion of the olil leader (5'0Ii; Figure 3B, Lanes 1 and 2). This 

result verified that during formation of the rlzotJ.co genome, portions of the cob and 

oW genes had been deleted. 
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The prediction that the rhd"co genome was formed by recombination between 

the GC clusters flanking the reiterated sequence in rlzoint4-35 was verified by 

polymerase chain reaction amplification and sequencing of the recombination 

junction (Materials and Methods). As shown in Figure 4, recombination between 

the GC clusters deleted sequence between -696 of cob and -355 of olil, resulting 

in the cob-olil gene fusion. To determine whether the stability of the hybrid 

transcript produced by cob-oW is dependent upon CBP1, I studied the expression 

of cob-oW in the wild-type and cbpl nuclear backgrounds. 

Expression of the cob-olil hybrid gene is dependent upon CBPl. A mature 

mRNA produced from the cob-olil gene would contain 258 nucleotides of the cob 

mRNA leader (-954 to -696) followed by the proximal 356 nucleotides of the olil 

leader and the oW coding and 3' untranslated sequences. This mRNA would be 

0.9 kb in length and could be identified by hybridization to probes derived from 

either the region upstream of position -696 of cob or the olil coding and 3' 

untranslated sequences (see Figure 5A). 

Northern blot analyses demonstrated that the hybrid cob-olil transcript is 

stable in the wild-type background but not in the cbpl strain. Probe "5'cob", a 

cRNA derived from nucleotides -1350 to -874 of cob, and probe "oli", which 

contains nucleotides + 179 to + 797 of olil, detected a 0.9 kb transcript in 
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wt/rlzot:.co, but not in cbpi/rlzo'~:;cO (Figure 5B, Lanes 1 and 2). A second transcript, 

approximately 1.0 to 1.1 kb in length, was detected in wt/rhot:.co (Figure 5B, Lanes 

2). This transcript was also present in cbpi/rlzot:.co and most likely corresponds to 

an unprocessed cob-olil transcript which still contains co-transcribed sequence 5' 

of position -954. The mature 2.2 kb cob transcript was not detected in wt/rlzot:.co 

or cbpi/rlzot:.co, as expected for strains with the cob deletion. Northern blot 

hybridization to the probe "5'0Ii" (described in Figure 3) verified that the wild-type 

alii transcript, which is also 0.9 kb in length, was not present in the rlzot:.co strains 

(data not shown). The presence of the olil transcript in the cbpi/rlzo+ strain 

confirmed that the wild-type olil mRNA is stable in the cbpi background (Figure 

5B, "oli" probe, Lane 3). I conclude that replacing the distal 250 nucleotides of 

olil leader with cob 5' UTR upstream of nucleotide -696 is sufficient to make the 

transcript unstable in the absence of CBPi function. 

The hybrid cob-olil transcript is translated to produce ATP synthase subunit 9. 

Once I had determined that the cob-oW hybrid transcript was stable in wt/rlzot:.co, I 

wondered whether it could be translated to produce subunit 9 of ATP synthase. 

III vivo labeling of mitochondrial products from wild-type and cbpi strains carrying 

the rlzot:.co mitochondrial genome demonstrated that the cob-oW message is 

translated to produce ATPase subunit 9 (Figure 6). ATPase subunit 9 was labeled 
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in the wt/rlzotJ.co strain and in both the wild-type and cbpl strains carrying the rho + 

genome, but not in the cbpl/rlzotJ.co strain. As expected, cytochrome b was not 

labeled in strains carrying the rlzotJ.co genome or in the cbpl/rlzo+ strain. The novel 

proteins labeled in the rlzotJ.co strains (Figure 6, asterisks) are precursor and 

processed forms of the elldonuclease/maturase which is encoded by the open 

reading frame extending into intron 4 of the gene for cytochrome oxidase subunit 

1 (cox!) (Wenzlau et ai., 1989; Hanson et ai., 1982; Ron Butow, personal 

communication). This protein is over-expressed in strains carrying specific point 

mutations or deletions in cob (Wenzlau et al., 1989; Hanson et ai., 1982). I do not 

know why the precursor appears to be proteolytically processed in strain 2-

55/!:l.CO, but not in strain 96/!:l.CO. 

Discussion 

The nuclear gene CBP 1 is required for the expression of the mitochondrial 

gene cob, which encodes cytochrome b. In cbpl mutant strains, cob is transcribed, 

but the transcripts are degraded (Dieckmann et aI., 1984). Previous evidence 

suggested that the cob sequence upstream of nucleotide -696 is sufficient for the 

CBP1-dependent stability of cob transcripts in cbpl strains. Here I show that this 

portion of the cob 5' UTR is sufficient to target a heterologous mRNA for 

degradation in the cbpl background. When the cob 5' UTR upstream of 
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position -696 is fused to the oW leader and coding sequence to form a hybrid cob-

aliI gene, the resulting transcripts are stable in the CBP I background but are 

unstable in cbpi strains. The stability of the wild-type aliI transcript is, however, 

independent of CBPI function. One hypothesis is that interaction with CBP1 

renders the 5' terminal portion of cob transcripts refractory to the action of 

mitochondrial nucleases responsible for mRNA turnover. 

Studies of mitochondrial gene fusions have localized the sites of action of 

other nuclear gene products to the 5' UTRs of the mitochondrial oxi2 and cob 

transcripts. Translation of transcripts containing the oxi2 leader sequence requires 

PET494, PET54 and PET122 (Costanzo and Fox, 1988; Costanzo and Fox, 1986; 

Costanzo et al., 1987; Costanzo et ai., 1986), while CBSI and CBS2 are required 

for translation of transcripts containing the 5' UTR of cob (Radel, 1986; Radel 

and Fox, 1987; Radel et al., 1985). 

Though no other examples of mitochondrial protein-mRNA interactions 

involved in transcript stability have been described, recent results indicate that 

such an interaction may exist in a chloroplast system (Kuchka et ai., 1989). The 

chloroplast psbD gene of the unicellular green alga, Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, is 

co-transcribed with the second exon of the psaA gene, located immediately 3' to 

psbD; the NAC2 gene product appears to protect the psbD sequences from 5' to 3' 

exonucleolytic degradation. A protein-mRNA interaction also appears to control 
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the rate at which the human transferrin receptor (hTR) mRNA is degraded in the 

cytoplasm (Miillner and Kiihn, 1988; Miillner et al., 1989). 

Does CBPI regulate the steady-state levels of cob mRNA? tRNAg1u and cob 

are transcribed from a single promoter approximately 400 base pairs upstream of 

the tRNAg1u gene (Christianson et al., 1983). However, the steady-state level of 

tRNAg1u is IS-fold greater than that of the cob transcript (Mueller and Getz, 

1986b). The discrepancy between the steady-state levels of the two RNAs may be 

the result of transcriptional attenuation (Mueller and Getz, 1986a). Alternatively, 

limiting concentrations of CBPl, leading to rapid degradation of cob transcripts, 

may result in the lower steady-state levels of cob mRNA. CBPI expression may, 

therefore, determine the abundance of cob transcripts in the mitochondria. 

Recent studies suggest that the level of CBPI message itself is regulated (Mayer 

and Dieckmann, 1989): switching cells from a fermentable to a non-fermentable 

carbon source leads to lower levels of full-length CBPI mRNA. 

The instability of the cob-oW transcript in the cbpl background indicates that 

the cob sequence upstream of nucleotide -696 is involved in degradation of the 

transcript. As tRNAg1u is stable in cbpl strains (Dieckmann et al., 1984), 

sequences that target the cob transcript for degradation probably lie between the 

3' end of the tRNA at nucleotide -1099 and nucleotide -696. In the absence of 

CBPI function, this sequence may be a substrate for a S' to 3' exonuclease. 
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Alternatively, the cob mRNA sequence upstream of nucleotide -696 may include a 

target site for a specific endonuclease that initiates degradation of the cob 

transcript. mRNA sequences that act as targets for endonucleolytic cleavages 

leading to transcript degradation have been defined in E. coli. For example, the 5' 

UTR of the polynucleotide phosphorylase (pnp) mRNA contains a target site for 

RNase III. Cleavage of the mRNA by RNase III reduces the half-life of the pllp 

message several-fold (Portier et al., 1987). Similarly, specific endonucleolytic 

cleavages have been shown to occur in the 5' UTR of the bacterial ompA 

message, a region previously defined as important to the growth-rate control of 

amp A mRNA stability (Belasco et ai., 1986; Melefors and von Gabain, 1988). 

These endonucleolytic cleavages occur in response to a lowered growth rate of the 

cells and appear to initiate degradation of the transcript. 

As the wild-type aliI transcript is stable in the cbpI background, the 5' 

terminal portion of the alii mRNA must not be a substrate for the nuclease 

involved in cob mRNA degradation. One explanation is that a CBPI-like activity 

functions to stabilize the mRNA, however, no mutations which specifically affect 

the stability of the oW transcript have been described. A second possibility is that 

the oW transcript does not contain the target site for a hypothetical endonuclease 

involved in cob mRNA degradation. Finally, the 5' terminal portion of the oli1 

transcript may form a secondary structure that makes the mRNA resistant to 



exonucleolytic attack. Stabilizing sequences within mRNA molecules have been 

described in other systems. Inverted repeat sequences found at the 3' end of 

many chloroplast mRNAs appear to stabilize the transcripts in vitro (Stern and 

Gruissem, 1987). Similarly, 3' stem-loop structures in bacterial transcripts can 

protect RNA from 3' to 5' exonucleolytic attack (Newbury et al., 1987). 
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Both the cob and cob-olil transcripts are stable in strains wild-type for CBPJ. 

Therefore, the CBP1 polypeptide must antagonize the destabilizing effect of the 

cob sequence between positions -1099 and -696. CBP1 may negatively regulate a 

nuclease required for degradation of the cob transcript. Alternatively, an 

interaction between CBP1 and the defined region of cob transcripts may make the 

transcripts refractory to nucleolytic degradation. For example, CBP1, or a factor 

under its control, could change the target site by cleaving precursor transcripts to 

form the mature 5' end of the wild-type cob mRNA at position -954, thereby 

creating a 5' terminus resistant to nucleases. Or, CBP1 could bind to the target 

site, protecting it from nucleolytic attack. Our data indicate that cob sequence 

upstream of nucleotide -696 is sufficient for such a stabilizing interaction between 

CBP1 and the mRNA. 

Interestingly, the mir strain M9410, which has a deletion in the cob 5' UTR 

from position -975 to -95, has a phenotype equivalent to that of cbpJ mutant 

strains in that cob transcripts are unstable (Dobres et al., 1985). As CBP1 is 
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present in strain M941O, this result does not support the hypothesis that CBPl 

negatively regulates a nuclease required for cob mRNA degradation, if the 

assumption is made that the deleted cob transcript produced in strain M9410 is 

susceptible to the same degradative pathway as the cob and cob-olil transcripts. 

Also, the instability of cob transcripts in strain M9410 suggests that cob sequence 

between nucleotides -975 and -696 are required for interaction with CBPl. 

Recent studies indicating that CBPl is localized to the mitochondria (Weber and 

Dieckmann, 1990) support the hypothesis that CBPl stabilizes cob transcripts 

through a direct interaction with 5' UTR sequence upstream of -696. 
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FIG. 2. Formation of the hybrid cob-olil gene in rhollro. The top line depicts the 

cob-oW region of a representative rhoinl4-3S mitochondrial genome that contains 

two copies of the 6.5 kb repeat discussed in the text. The positions of identical 44 

base-pair GC clusters which flank the repeated sequence (asterisks), promoters 

(rightward arrows labeled'''c'' for cytochrome b (cob) and "a" for ATP synthase 

subunit 9 (oW)), and the tRNAgiu gene (filled circle) are indicated. The 5' 

untranslated cob sequence is represented by the open bars, the 5' untranslated olil 

sequence by the black bars, the cob coding sequence by the striped bars, and the 

oW coding sequence by the stippled bar. The rhotJ.co genome (bottom line) was 

created by recombination between the GC clusters flanking the repeats. 
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FIG 3. Southern blot analysis of rhalloo mitochondrial DNA. (A) Hha I sites in 

the rlza+ and rlzo ACO genomes. Hlza I sites in the cob-oW region of rho+ (top map) 

and riwACO (lower map) are indicated by H's. Lines above each map indicate the 

sizes of the Hiza I restriction fragments. Other symbols are as described in Fig. 1. 

The 32P-Iabeled probes used for both Southern blot and northern blot analyses 

(described in Materials and Methods) are diagrammed on the last line. 

(B) Southern blot analysis of rlw ACO mtDNA. mtDNA was restricted with Hiza I, 

transferred to Nytran nylon membranes and hybridized to the appropriate probes 

(Materials and Methods). Each panel contains a blot hybridized to the designated 

probe. Lanes 1, mtDNA from strain 96/f).CO (cbpl/rlzo ACO
); Lanes 2, 2-55/f).CO 

(wt/rlzo ACO
); Lanes 3, D273-lOB/A1 (wt/rlw+). The positions of Hbzd III fragments 

of ').. detected by ethidium bromide staining are indicated on the right. 
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cob -740 
AATATAATTTATTTTAIIIIIIIIIIATAGTTCCGGG 

GCCCGGCCACGGGAGCCGGAACCCCGA 

-355 oli1 
AAGGAGATITATITATATATATATATGAATTAATATITAA 

FIG. 4. Sequence of the recombination junction in rho!J.m. The sequence of the 

recombination junction in the cob-olil gene was determined following peR 

amplification of the junction sequence and cloning of the PCR product (Materials 

and Methods). The large letters designate the sequence of the 44 base-pair GC 

cluster common to the 5' untranslated regions of the cob and olil genes. The 3' 

end of the GC cluster is at position -696 of cob relative to the ATG. The small, 

italicized sequence upstream of the GC cluster is derived from cob, beginning at 

position -740. Sequence downstream of the GC cluster is derived from olil, 

beginning at position -355 (relative to the alii ATG), and is designated by small 

letters. The 3' portion of the alii primer used in the PCR reaction is underlined. 
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FIG. s. Analysis of the cob-aliI transcript. (A) cob, oW and cob-olil transcripts. 

The top line depicts a portion of the rho + genome including the cob and oW 

transcription units, while the third line depicts the analogous portion of the rhotJ.co 

genome including the cob-olil transcription unit. The symbols are described in 

Fig. 1. mRNAs produced by this region of the rho+ and rhotJ.co genomes are 

diagrammed on the second and fourth lines, respectively. The probes (described 

in Materials and Methods) are diagrammed on the bottom line. (B) Northern blot 

analysis of rllOtJ.co mRNA. Equivalent amounts of mitochondrial RNA were 

electrophoresed in 1% agarose gels, transferred to Nytran nylon membranes and 

hybridized to the appropriate probes (Materials and Methods). Each panel 

contains a blot hybridized to the designated probe. Lanes J, mitochondrial RNA 

from strain 96/I1CO (cbpl/rlzotJ.cO); Lanes 2, 2-55/I1CO (wt/rlzotJ.cO); Lanes 3, E655 

(cbpl/rllO+); Lanes 4, D273-lOB/A1 (wt/rllO+). The positions of the mature cob 

and oW transcripts are indicated on the right, while the position of the tRNAgiu is 

indicated on the left. The position of the 21S mitochondrial ribosomal RNA, 

which hybridizes to short, repetitive elements in the "oli" probe, is indicated on the 

right. 
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FIG. 6. 35S-methionine labeling of mitochondrial gene products. CBPI and cbpl 

strains containing the rlzo!J.co genome were labeled with 35S-methionine in the 

presence of cycloheximide and the labeled proteins were separated on a 7.5-15% 

SDS-polyacrylamide gel (Materials and Methods). Lane 1, labeled proteins from 

strain D273-lOB/A1 (wt/rllO+); Lane 2, 96/tlCO (cbpl/rlzo!J.cO); Lane 3, 2-55/tlCO 

(wt/rlzo!J.cO); Lane 4, E655 (cbpl/rllO+). The positions of cytochrome b and of ATP 

synthase subunit 9 are indicated on the right, while the positions of protein 

molecular weight standards (Bethesda Research Laboratories) are indicated on 

the left. Asterisks indicate various forms of the endonuclease/maturase encoded by 

cox! intron 4, which is overproduced in cob deletion strains. 
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Chapter 3: Sequence Between -961 and -898 is Sufficient for CBP1-Dependent 
Accumulation of cob Transcripts and for Correct Cleavage of 
Precursor Transcripts to Produce Mature cob mRNA 

Introduction 

41 

The previous chapter described an analysis of transcripts from a strain with a 

spontaneous deletion in the mitochondrial genome which fused cob sequence 5' of 

-696 to the alii gene (Mittel meier and Dieckmann, 1990). Accumulation of the 

hybrid cob-oW mRNA was dependent upon CBP1, leading to the conclusion that 

cob sequence between the 3' end of tRNAgiu at -1099 and nucleotide -696 is 

sufficient for the CBP1-dependent accumulation of cob transcripts. To further 

define cob sequence required for the accumulation of cob transcripts, the ill vivo 

expression of cob genes with deletions in the -1099 to -696 interval was analyzed. 

The deletions in cob were introduced into the mitochondrial genome using the 

microprojectile bombardment method of mitochondrial transformation (Johnston 

et al., 1988; Sanford et at., 1987), which has been used previously to investigate the 

requirements for translation of mitochondrial cox3 mRNA in yeast (Folley and 

Fox, 1991). Using this approach, a 63 nt region of cob RNA that confers stability 

to cob transcripts in the presence of CBP1 has been defined. The data indicate 

that the defined region is also sufficient for correct positioning of the cleavage that 

produces the mature 5' end of cob mRNA at -954, and are suggestive of a 

requirement for CBP1 in that cleavage. Finally, the data suggest that CBP1 



interacts within the defined 63 nt to prevent the degradation of unprocessed cob 

transcripts produced by endonucleolytic cleavage at the 3' end of tRNAg1u
• 

Results 
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Construction of deletions in the mitochondrial cob gene. A previous analysis of 

transcripts derived from a hybrid cob-olil gene led to the conclusion that cob 

sequence between the 3' end of tRNAg1u (nucleotide -1099) and nucleotide -696 is 

sufficient for CBP1 function (Mittelmeier and Dieckmann, 1990). To further 

define the sequence elements important for CBP1 function in vivo, I took 

advantage of the microprojectile bombardment method of mitochondrial 

transformation (Johnston et al., 1988; Sanford et ai., 1987) to create deletions 

within this region of cob. 

Two series of deletions (Figure 7 A) were constructed in vitro within cob 

sequence ligated into the E. coli plasmid, pBlueScript. The "series A" deletions 

have a common 5' endpoint at -1096 and variable 3' endpoints, while the "series 

B" deletions have a common 3' endpoint at -707 and variable 5' endpoints. With 

the exception of deletion 944-22, in which the deleted sequence was replaced with 

an extended linker sequence, deleted sequence was replaced with an Eco RI site. 

To assess the effect of the deletions on cob expression in vivo, the deletions 

were introduced into the grande (rho +) mitochondrial genome in two steps 
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(described in Materials and Methods). First, the deletion constructs were 

introduced into mitochondria of the recipient strain, LL20/rhoo, via microprojectile 

bombardment. Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) isolated from the resulting 

mitochondrial transform ants (synthetic rho- strains; Fox et al., 1988) had restriction 

patterns identical to those of the original cob deletion constructs and was capable 

of transforming E. coli to ampicillin resistance at high frequency (data not shown). 

Second, the cob deletions were recombined onto the grande mitochondrial 

genome by mating the synthetic rlzo- strains to a karyogamy deficient, rho+ strain 

and screening the cytoductants for those with recombinant mitochondrial genomes 

(described in Materials and Methods). To verify the presence of the cob deletions 

in the grande genome, mtDNA isolated from the deletion strains was restricted 

with Mba I and Eco RI and analyzed by Southern blot using a probe that 

extended from -1350 to +319 of cob (Figure 7B). Two Mba I-Eco RI fragments 

of the appropriate sizes were detected in mtDNA isolated from the mutant strains, 

consistent with the presence of the expected cob deletions (refer to Figure 7A). 

Furthermore, the deletion junctions present in several of the mitochondrial 

deletion genomes were identical to those in the original plasmid constructs, as 

determined by sequence analysis of peR products (data not shown). 
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Sequence between -961 and -898 is important for cob transcript accumulation. 

It was expected that the deletion of sequence necessary for CBPI function would 

lead to a respiratory deficient phenotype. Therefore, the cob deletion strains were 

tested for their ability to grow on glycerol, a non-fermentable carbon source 

(Figure 8A). Strain 948A, in which cob sequence between -1096 and -948 had 

been deleted, grew on glycerol at a rate similar to that of strain A21, which has a 

wild-type cob gene. When the deletion was extended to -944 (944A), the cells 

retained the ability to grow on glycerol, but formed single colonies that were 

smaller than those of wild-type. However, when the deletion was extended to -923 

(923A), the cells lost the ability to respire. The deletion of sequence between 

nucleotides -707 and -898 (898B) had no effect on respiratory growth, but when 

the deletion was extended to -938 respiratory growth was greatly inhibited as strain 

938B grew extremely slowly on glycerol. In all cases, growth on glycerol remained 

dependent upon CBPI (Figure 8A). These results suggest that cob sequence 

between -948 and -898 is important for respiratory growth. 

Deletions in the 5' untranslated region of cob could lead to a respiratory 

negative phenotype by affecting either the production of functional tRNAg1u or the 

expression of cytochrome b. The presence of functional tRNAg1u in the deletion 

strains was verified genetically by mating to strain a4-35 and testing the resulting 

diploids for respiratory growth. Strain a4-35 carries a petite mitochondrial genome 
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which expresses cytochrome b independently of CBPl, but does not encode 

tRNAgiu (Dieckmann et al., 1984b). All of the cob deletion strains yielded 

respiratory competent diploids following mating to strain a4-35, indicating that the 

level of functional tRNAgiu in these strains is sufficient for respiratory growth (data 

not shown). Therefore, the mutant phenotype of deletion strains 923A, 707A, 

997B and 938B is probably due to a loss of cytochrome b expression. 

The cob deletions could lead to a decrease in cytochrome b expression by 

affecting (1) steady-state levels of precursor transcripts containing both tRNAgiu 

and cob, (2) steady-state levels of cob transcripts from which tRNAgiu has been 

removed, or (3) translation of cob mRNA. To distinguish between these 

possibilities, the steady-state levels of tRNAgiu and of cob transcripts in the 

deletion strains were determined by northern blot analysis of mitochondrial RNA 

(Figure 8B). The signals obtained from tRNAgiu and cob transcripts in each 

sample were quantitated with a Betascope analyzer (Betagen, Waltham, MA) and 

normalized to the signal obtained from oW transcripts in the same sample (the 

results of quantitation are given in Figure 7A). Under non-respiratory conditions 

(growth in the fermentable carbon source glucose) the expression of oW, the 

mitochondrial gene encoding subunit 9 of ATP synthase, should not be affected by 

the deletions in cob. 
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The steady-state level of cob transcripts decreased relative to that of wild-type 

when the deletion extended from -1096 to a position downstream of nucleotide 

-961 (Figure SB, top blot). The level of cob transcripts in strain 961A was 

approximately 70% that of wild-type, while in strains 944-22 and 94SA cob 

transcript levels dropped to approximately 35% of wild-type. In strain 944A, the 

steady-state level of cob transcripts was only 6% that of wild-type, and in strains 

923A and 707 A, cob transcripts were undetectable. In series B deletion strains 

(Figure SB, bottom blot), a precipitous drop in the steady-state level of cob 

transcripts was observed when the deletion extended from -707 to a position 5' of 

nucleotide -S9S. The steady-state level of cob transcripts in strain 772B was the 

same as that in wild-type and in strain S9SB the level of cob transcripts was 

approximately 50% that of wild-type. However, cob transcripts were undetectable 

in strains 93SB and 997B. 

The steady-state level of cob transcripts reflects a balance between synthesis 

and degradation. The production of cob transcripts is, in turn, dependent on the 

steady-state level of precursor transcripts containing both tRNAg1u and cob. As 

northern blot analysis showed that tRNAg1u levels in strains 944A, 923A, 707A, 

997B and 93SB ranged from 40% (strains 923A and 707A) to 70% (strain 961A) 

that of wild-type (Figure SB, top blot for series A strains; data not shown for 

series B strains), the very low level of cob transcripts in these strains was not the 
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result of a general reduction in the steady-state level of tRNAg1u-cob transcripts. I 

conclude that in strains 944A, 923A, 707 A, 997B and 938B, the deletion of cob 

sequence resulted in a phenotype similar to that of cbpJ mutants; degradation of 

cob transcripts following the removal of tRNAgiu from precursor transcripts. All of 

the respiratory competent strains remained dependent upon CBPJ for 

accumulation of cob transcripts (Figure 8B). Together, these results suggest that 

sequence between nucleotides -961 and -898 is important for CBP1 function. 

Sequence between -961 and -898 is sufficient for CBP1 function. Analysis of the 

series A and B deletion strains suggested that sequence between -961 and -898 is 

important for the accumulation of cob transcripts. To determine whether this 63 

nt of the RNA is sufficient for CBP1 function, strains SUF63-F and SUF63-R, in 

which cob sequence from -961 to -898 replaced the large deletion in strain 707A 

(from -1096 to -707A; Figure 7A and Materials and Methods), were analyzed for 

their ability to grow on glycerol (Figure 9A) and for the accumulation of cob 

transcripts (Figure 9B). 

Strain SUF63-F was respiratory competent and accumulated cob transcripts to 

nearly wild-type levels. Although the cbpJ mutant strain carrying the SUF63-F 

mitochondrial genome was unable to respire, an RNA which migrated at the same 

rate as the mature SUF63-F mRNA was detected in this strain. Primer extension 
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analysis confirmed that this RNA was not cob-specific (Figure 12B) and was most 

likely the mitochondrial 15S rRNA, which migrated at the same rate as the 

SUF63-F cob mRNA and contains stretches of sequence complementary to the 

cob probe. cob mRNA was undetectable in strain SUF63-R and the strain was 

unable to respire, eliminating the possibility that the accumulation of cob 

transcripts in strain SUF63-F was due to the Eco RI linkers flanking the defined 

63 nt (refer to Figure 7A). These results lead to the conclusion that sequence 

between -961 and -898 is sufficient for CBPI function and, therefore, for any 

interaction that occurs between CBP1 and cob transcripts. 

Suppression of the mutant phenotype of strain 938B by a mitochondrial point 

mutation. In previous studies, analyses of mitochondrial mutations that suppress 

pet mutations have provided information concerning the functions of the wild-type 

PEr gene products (Dieckmann el at., 1984b; Hill et at. 1985; Radel et at., 1985). 

I reasoned that the nature of mitochondrial mutations that restore growth on 

glycerol to respiratory incompetent cob deletion strains might provide information 

about the sequence requirements for the accumulation of cob transcripts. 

Therefore, respiratory incompetent cob deletion strains 997B, 923A, SUF63-R and 

707 A, and strain 938B, which showed extremely slow growth on glycerol, were 
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plated on glycerol to select for revertants. Only strain 938B yielded faster-growing 

colonies on glycerol. Three independently derived revertants (938B-SO, -S2 and 

-S3; see Materials and Methods) showed growth on glycerol similar to that of wild

type (Figure lOA). When mitochondrial DNA from strain 938B-SO was 

transferred via cytoduction to a strain without mitochondrial DNA, the resulting 

strain (938B-S1) was respiratory competent (Figure lOA), indicating that the 

reversion was due to a mitochondrial mutation. Northern blot analysis showed 

that the steady-state level of cob transcripts in the revertants was 5% to 10% that 

of wild-type, an increase over the level of cob transcripts in the original strain, 

938B (Figure lOB). The accumulation of cob transcripts and the ability of the 

revertants to grow on glycerol, remained CBP1-dependent (Figures lOA and lOB). 

Southern analysis (Figure llA) revealed that the Eco RI linker site (-937 to 

-931) was mutated in all three revertants, and sequence analysis (Materials and 

Methods; data not shown) verified that the only sequence change was at position 

-935, which changed the wild-type A to T (illustrated in Figure 11B). As sequence 

3' of -938 in the revertants differs from that present in wild-type, I hypothesized 

that wild-type primary sequence 3' of -938 is not absolutely required for the 

accumulation of cob transcripts. 

To further examine the effect of changing the sequence 3' of -938 on the 

accumulation of cob transcripts, strain 160 was constructed by deleting sequence 
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between -938 and -778. In strain 160, sequence 3' of -938 differed from that in 

either wild-type or strain 938B (Figures 7A and 11B). Strain 160 was respiratory 

competent, but formed single colonies on glycerol that were smaller than those of 

wild-type (Figure 8A). The steady-state level of cob transcripts in strain 160 could 

not be determined by northern blot analysis (Figure lOB), but primer extension 

analysis indicated that mature cob mRNA was present at a steady-state level 

several fold lower than that of wild-type (Figure 12B). Together, the results 

obtained from strains 938B, 938B-S1 and 160 lead to the conclusion that while 

changes in primary sequence 3' of -938 do affect the steady-state level of cob 

transcripts, wild-type primary sequence 3' of -938 is not absolutely required for cob 

transcript accumulation and, therefore, for CBP1 function. 

Mutant precursor transcripts are cleaved at the same positions as wild-type to 

produce mature mRNA. As the sequence surrounding the cleavage site at -954 

was changed in several of the respiratory competent deletion mutants (Figure 

12A), it was possible that the position of the cleavage producing mature cob 

mRNA had been altered from that in wild-type. Therefore, the positions of the 5' 

ends of cob transcripts present in the deletion strains were determined by primer 

extension analysis using cob-specific primers (Figure 12B). Mature mRNAs with 

5' ends at positions analogous to those of the wild-type mature mRNA, at -954 
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or -955, were detected in each of the respiratory competent cob deletion strains 

including strain 944A, in which these cleavages occur within tRNAgiu (refer to 

Figure 12A) and strain 938B, which grows extremely slowly on glycerol. As the 5' 

ends of mature cob mRNA in strain SUF63-F are at -954 and -955, sequence 

between -961 and -898 is sufficient for correct positioning of the cleavages. Within 

this region the only primary sequence common to all of the respiratory competent 

deletion strains is that from -948 to -938 (Figures llB and 12A). Therefore, I 

conclude that wild-type primary sequence 5' of -948 or 3' of -938 is not absolutely 

required for correct positioning of the cleavages that produce mature mRNA from 

unprocessed cob transcripts. 

CBPI prevents degradation of unprocessed cob transcripts. As expected, mature 

cob mRNAs with 5' ends at -954 or -955 were not detected in cbpl mutant strains 

(Figure 12B). Although cob transcripts produced by endonucleolytic cleavage at 

the 3' end of tRNAgiu (referred to as unprocessed cob transcripts and indicated 

with the letter e in Figure 12B) were detectable in both the CBPl and cbpl 

strains, the accumulation of these transcripts was also dependent on CBPI (Figure 

12B). Quantitation of the primer extension products indicated that in the cbpl 

strain carrying the wild-type mitochondrial genome the steady-state level of the 

unprocessed cob transcript was 20% of that in the CBPl strain. Similarly, in cbpl 
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strains carrying the mitochondrial deletion genomes the steady-state levels of 

unprocessed cob transcripts ranged from approximately 5% (strains 961A and 944-

22) to 50% (strains 948A and 938B-S1) of that in the CBPI strain carrying the 

same mitochondrial genome. These data indicate that CBP1 prevents the 

degradation of unprocessed cob transcripts. 

The unprocessed cob transcript in strain 944A is unstable. In strain 944A, 

endonucleolytic cleavage at the 3' end of tRNAg1u produces cob transcripts with 5' 

ends at position -952 (refer to Figure 12). Although the formation of these 

-952 cob transcripts is not dependent upon CBP1, I noted that in wild-type CBPI 

strains, the level of these transcripts was only 1% that of wild-type cob mRNA 

(determined by quantitation of the primer extension products; Figure 12B). In 

contrast, northern blot data indicated that the level of tRNAg1u in strain 944A was 

50% that of wild-type (Figure 8B). To ensure that the tRNAg1u present in strain 

944A was indeed a product of cleavage at -952, mitochondrial RNA isolated from 

this strain was separated on a sequencing gel containing 8 M urea and analyzed by 

northern blot as described in Materials and Methods. As shown in Figure 13, the 

tRNAg1u in strain 944A was the same size as wild-type and, therefore, was 

produced by cleavage at -952. If the -952 cob transcript were as resistant to 

degradation as the wild-type mature mRNA, then the level of this transcript would 
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have been approximately 50% that of wild-type, rather than the observed 1% of 

wild-type. These data suggest that following cleavage, the -952 cob transcript 

present in strain 944A is degraded more rapidly than the mature wild-type mRNA. 

As the sequence at the 5' end of the -952 cob transcript differs from that in wild

type (refer to Figure 12A), it is possible that sequence at the 5' end of the mature 

cob mRNA is important for accumulation of the transcript. Alternatively, cob 

transcript accumulation may require CBP1 to be bound to the precursor RNA 

before endonucleolytic cleavage at the 3' end of tRNAg1u
• In strain 944A, all of 

the sequence between the 3' end of tRNAg1u and the 5' end of the mature cob 

mRNA has been deleted; binding of the tRNA processing enzyme to the 

precursor transcript might exclude CBP1 binding. 

Discussion 

The product of the nuclear CBPI gene is required post-transcriptionally for 

the accumulation of mitochondrial cob transcripts, which encode cytochrome b 

(Dieckmann et at., 1984b). In cbpl mutant strains the tRNAg1u-cob unit is 

transcribed, but cob transcripts do not accumulate and the cells are respiratory 

deficient. To elucidate the sequence requirements for CBP1 function I used the 

technique of microprojectile bombardment for transformation of yeast 

mitochondria (Fox et at., 1988; Johnston el at., 1988) to introduce deletions within 
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the -1098 to -696 interval of cob previously defined as sufficient for CBP1 function 

(Mittelmeier and Dieckmann, 1990). Using this approach, I determined that a 63 

nt region of cob transcripts, from -961 to -898, is sufficient both for CBP1 function 

and for correct positioning of the cleavages at nucleotides -954 and -955 that 

produce the mature 5' ends of cob mRNAs. 

Two observations argue that CBP1 does not require cob sequence downstream 

of -700. First, the -deletion of cob sequence between -682 and -4 had no effect on 

the accumulation of cob transcripts with 5' ends at -954 and -955 (Mittelmeier and 

Dieckmann, unpublished data). Second, a fusion of cob sequence 5' of -696 to a 

heterologous mitochondrial gene resulted in the production of a hybrid transcript 

that accumulated in a CBP1-dependent manner (Mittelmeier and Dieckmann, 

1990). 

The simplest model of CBP1 activity is one in which a direct interaction 

between CBP1 and the defined region of cob RNA results in accumulation of the 

transcripts. Although I have no biochemical evidence for a direct interaction 

between CBP1 and cob RNA, previous studies have demonstrated that CBP1 is 

imported into mitochondria (Weber and Dieckmann, 1990). CBP1 could lead to 

the accumulation of cob transcripts by anyone or some combination of the 

following mechanisms: (1) preventing degradation of unprocessed cob transcripts 
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by binding and/or modification, (2) preventing degradation of mature cob mRNA 

by binding and/or modification, or (3) cleaving precursor transcripts at -954 or 

-955 to produce mature cob mRNA that is resistant to degradation. 

The analysis of cob transcripts in both wild-type and cob deletion strains is 

consistent with the hypothesis that CBP1 prevents the degradation of unprocessed 

cob transcripts produced by endonucleolytic cleavage at the 3' end of tRNAglu
• 

Primer extension analysis showed that the steady-state levels of either wild-type or 

mutant unprocessed cob transcripts were lower in cbpl strains than in CBPl 

strains. The production of these transcripts is dependent on the steady-state level 

of the initial tRNAg1u-cob transcript and on the rate of endonucleolytic cleavage at 

the 3' end of tRNAglll
• As tRNAgill levels do not appear to be dependent on 

CBP1, I conclude that the low steady-state levels of unprocessed cob transcripts in 

cbpl strains are not the result of lower rates of production of these RNA 

molecules. These data support a model in which binding of CBP1 to sequence 

between -961 and -898 prevents the degradation of unprocessed cob transcripts. 

These data do not, however, rule out the possibility that CBP1 binding also 

prevents the degradation of the mature mRNA and/or enhances the cleavage of 

precursor transcripts to produce mature mRNA. 

Two observations are suggestive of a role for CBP1 in the cleavages at -954 

and -955. First, the -961 to -898 region of cob transcripts is sufficient both for 
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CBP1 activity and for correct positioning of the cleavages. Second, while the 

steady-state levels of unprocessed cob transcripts are lowered 2 to lO-fold in cbpJ 

strains, mature cob mRNAs are undetectable, even by primer extension analysis 

which can detect cob transcripts at levels 50-fold below that of wild-type. This 

observation implies that, mature cob mRNA is never formed in cbpJ strains. 

Alternatively, unprocessed cob transcripts could be inherently more stable than the 

mature mRNAs. Data obtained from an analysis of cob transcripts in 

temperature-sensitive cbpJ mutants are consistent with a model in which CBP1 is 

required both to prevent the degradation of cob transcripts produced by 

processing at the 3' end of tRNAgiu and for cleavage at -954 or -955 (Staples and 

Dieckmann, in preparation). 

Regardless of CBP1 involvement in cleavage, the data suggest that the 

cleavage enzyme recognizes nucleotides between -948 and -938 and cleaves at a 

specific distance 5' of the recognition site. Primer extension analysis showed that 

the mature cob mRNAs in all of the cob deletion strains had 5' ends at positions 

analogous to those of wild-type. However, 5' of -707 the only wild-type primary 

sequence that is common to all of the respiratory competent cob deletion strains is 

between -948 and -938. As the non-coding regions of the mitochondrial genome 

are 95% A + T (de Zamaroczy and Bernardi, 1987), recognition of the sequence 

CCG at nucleotides -944, -943 and -942 could increase the specificity of cleavage. 
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There are several examples of proteins that prevent the degradation of RNA 

molecules. Nuclear gene products required post-transcriptionally for the 

accumulation of individual chloroplast transcripts have been identified in 

Chlamydomonas reinlzardtii (Drapier et al., 1992; Kuchka et al., 1989; Sieburth et 

al., 1991). The mechanisms by which these proteins prevent degradation of the 

chloroplast mRNAs are not understood, but the data suggest that the nuclear 

NAC2 gene product interacts with the 5' end of psbD transcripts (Kuchka et at., 

1989). In other systems, there is evidence for a direct interaction between the 

protein and the mRNA. For example, binding of the iron regulatory element 

binding protein (IRE-BP) to sequences in the 3' UTR of human transferrin 

receptor (hTR) mRNA controls the rate of degradation of the mRNA (MillIner et 

ai., 1989). In E. coli, specific endoribonucleases cleave the unstable polycistronic 

papBA and bacteriophage T4 transcripts to produce monocistronic mRNAs that 

are resistant to degradation (Baga et ai., 1988; Mudd et at., 1988). CBP1 may 

protect unprocessed cob transcripts by binding, in a way similar to IRE-BP, and 

may cleave precursor cob transcripts to produce a stable mature mRNA, as does 

the endoribonuclease that cleaves papBA transcripts. 

Another factor affecting the rate at which an RNA molecule is degraded is 

secondary structure within the RNA. In E. coli (for review see Belasco and 

Higgins, 1988) and in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Stern et at., 1991) or higher 
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plant chloroplasts (Stern et ai., 1989) stem-loop structures at the 3' end of mRNAs 

protect against 3' to 5' exonucleolytic degradation. Also, a stem-loop structure at 

the 5' end of the ompA mRNA in E. coli appears to prevent cleavage by a 5' end

dependent endonuclease that initiates degradation of the message (Chen et ai., 

1991; Emory et ai., 1992, nature ref). Changes in the primary sequence of cob 

RNA 5' of -948 or 3' of -938 lowered, but did not abolish, accumulation of the 

transcripts. One explanation for this observation is that involvement of these 

sequences in secondary structure is important for the stability of cob transcripts. 

How might protein binding to or secondary structure within an mRNA protect 

the molecule from degradation? As discussed by Emory et ai. (1992), protection 

at the 5' end of an mRNA could block the activity of either a 5' to 3' exonuclease 

or of a 5'-end dependent endonuclease that initiates degradation. Although the 

nucleases involved in degradation of either cob transcripts or other mitochondrial 

mRNAs have not been identified, it seems likely that all mitochondrial transcripts 

that accumulate to relatively high steady-state levels contain sequence and/or 

secondary structural elements that protect them from nucleolytic degradation. 

Extensions of the present study should allow further definition of mitochondrial 

sequences that affect the stability of mitochondrial transcripts. 
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FIG. 7. Southern blot analysis of mitochondrial DNA isolated from cob deletion 

strains. (A) The cob region of the wild-type mitochondrial genome (A21) and the 

deletions constructed within the targeted region of cob are diagrammed. The 

positions of relevant Mba I restriction sites (M), Eco RI linker sequences (boxed 

E) and the Hilld Ill/Eco RV/Eco RI linker present in deletion 944-22 (boxed 

HEE) are indicated. The numbers at the deletion endpoints refer to the position 

of the first wild-type base pair at that deletion endpoint. The vertical dashed line 

relates the position of the cleavage at -954 to the deletion endpoints. Other 

symbols are as described in Fig. 1. To the right of each diagrammed deletion, the 

relative growth on glycerol and the steady-state level of cob transcripts (as 

determined by northern blot analysis; see Fig. 3B) of the CBPl strain carrying that 

cob deletion is given. Asterisks denote undetectable (by northern blot analysis) 

levels of cob transcripts. (B) Mitochondrial DNA was isolated from cob deletion 

strains, restricted with Eco RI and Mba I and analyzed by Southern blot using a 

probe derived from -1350 to +319 of cob (Materials and Methods). The positions 

and sizes in base pairs (bp) of molecular weight markers are indicated on the left. 
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FIG. 8. Respiratory growth and cob transcript levels in cob deletion strains. 

(A) Series A (left) and series B (right) deletion strains were streaked on a non

fermentable carbon source (YPG) and grown at 30°C for 4 days. 

(B) Mitochondrial RNA was isolated from cob deletion strains and analyzed by 

northern blot (Materials and Methods) using probes derived from cob (-1350 to 

+ 654) and alii (+ 179 to + 797) sequence. The positions of cob and olil 

transcripts, and of tRNAg1u are indicated. The cbpi strain used in these 

experiments was CPIL (Table 1). Faint hybridization to the mitochondrial 15S 

ribosomal RNA, which contains sequence complementary to the cob probe, is 

observed in lanes 997B, cbpi/898B and cbpi/A21 at a position just below that of 

wild-type cob mRNA. 
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FIG. 9. cob sequence from -961 to -898 is sufficient for CBP1 function. 

(A) SUF63-F and SUF63-R deletion strains (see Fig. 2A) were streaked on a 

non-fermentable carbon source (YPG) and grown at 30°C for 4 days. 

62A 

(B) Mitochondrial RNA isolated from strains SUF63-F and SUF63-R was 

analyzed by northern blot (Materials and Methods) using probes derived from cob 

(-1350 to +654) and aliI (+179 to +797) sequence. The positions of cob and alii 

transcripts are indicated. That the faint band in the cbpl/SUF63-F lane was due 

to cross-hybridization of the cob probe to the 15S mitochondrial rRNA, which 

contains sequence complementary to the cob probe, was verified by primer 

extension analysis of cbpl/SUF63-F mitochondrial RNA (Figure 12B). The cbpl 

strain used in these experiments was CPIL (Table 1). 
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FIG. 10. Analysis of suppressors of the cob deletion in strain 938B. 

(A) Strains 938B-Sl, -S2 and -S3, independently derived revertants of cob deletion 

strain 938B, were isolated as described in Materials and Methods. The revertants 

were streaked on a non-fermentable carbon source (YPG) and grown at 30°C for 

4 days. (B) Mitochondrial RNA was isolated from the three respiratory 

competent revertants of strain 938B and from strain 160 (diagrammed in Fig. 2A). 

The mitochondrial RNA was analyzed by northern blot (Materials and Methods) 

using probes derived from cob (-1350 to + 654) and oW (+ 179 to + 797) sequence. 

The positions of wild-type cob transcripts and olil transcripts are indicated on the 

left. The positions of cob transcripts in deletion strains 938B-Sl, -S2, and -S3, and 

of the cross-hybridizing ISS and 18S rRNAs are indicated on the right. In this 

non-denaturing gel system the cytoplasmic 18S rRNA migrates at a faster rate 

than the mitochondrial ISS rRNA. The cbpl allele present in cbpl/938B-Sl is 

B13L-l (Table 1). 
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FIG. 11. 938B suppressors are mitochondrial mutations. (A) Mitochondrial 

DNA isolated from the three revertants of strain 938B was restricted with Eco RI 

and Mba I and analyzed by Southern blot using a probe derived from -1350 to 

+319 of cob (Materials and Methods). The positions and sizes in base pairs (bp) 

of molecular weight markers are indicated on the left. (B) Sequences between 

-956 and -898 in cob deletion strains 938B, 938B-S1 and 160 are compared to the 

analogous wild-type sequence (A21). The mTOW is above position -938, the 5' 

deletion endpoint in strains 938B, 938B-S1 and 160. The 1lumbers refer to the first 

wild-type base-pair at each deletion endpoint (the minus signs are directly above 

the deletion endpoints). Underlined sequence differs from the analogous wild-type 

sequence. The boxed T at position -935 of the 938B-S1 sequence indicates the 

point mutation identified in all three respiratory-competent revertants of strain 

938B. The relative growth of single colonies of each strain on the non

fermentable carbon source, glycerol, is indicated on the right. Asterisks denote the 

positions of the 5' ends of mature cob mRNAs in that strain as determined by 

primer extension analysis (Figure 12B and text). 
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FIG. 12. 5' ends of cob transcripts in cob deletion strains. (A) Sequences 

surrounding position -954 in series A cob deletion strains are compared to the 

wild-type sequence (A21). The lowercase letters denote the last three base-pairs of 

the tRNAg lu gene. The 5' ends of mature cob mRNAs (asterisks) and of cob 

transcripts produced by cleavage at the 3' end of tRNAgiu ("e"s) are indicated. 

Deleted sequences are replaced with dashed lilles. All other symbols are as 

described for Fig. 11B. (B) Mitochondrial RNA isolated from strains carrying 

either wild-type (A21) or cob deletion mitochondrial genomes was analyzed by 

primer extension with the 32P-labeled, cob5B+ 3 or cob 6B primers. The primer 

extension products were separated on a 6% polyacrylamide, 7 M urea sequencing 

gel. Primer extension products corresponding to transcripts with 5' ends at 

positions analogous to nucleotide -954 are indicated with an·ows. Primer extension 

products corresponding to unprocessed cob transcripts resulting from cleavage at 

the 3' end of tRNAgiu are indicated with the letter e. The cbpJ strains used in 

these experiments were the same as those used for northern blot analyses. As the 

cob-specific binding sites for the primers have been deleted in strain JC3!M941O, 

mitochondrial RNA isolated from this strain served as a negative control for the 

primer extension reactions. The signals obtained from the primer extension 

products were quantitated with a Betascope (Betagen, Watham, MA) and 

normalized to those obtained from primer extension products that are present in 

strain JC3/M941O and, therefore, are not derived from cob transcripts (indicated 

by the letter 11). 
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FIG. 13. tRNAg1u in strain 944A is the same length as wild-type. Mitochondrial 

RNA (non-equivalent amounts) isolated from strains carrying either wild-type 

(A21) or 944A mitochondrial genomes was separated on a 6% polyacrylamide, 8M 

urea sequencing gel and analyzed by northern blot using a probe extending from 

-1350 to +319 of cob, as described in Materials and Methods. The positions and 

sizes (in nuc1eotides) of sequencing reaction products are indicated on the left. 
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Chapter 4: Sequence Immediately 5' of the Coding Sequence is Required for 
Processing and/or Translation of cob mRNA 

Introduction 
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Are there cis-acting sites within the cob 5' untranslated region (UTR) that are 

required for processing and/or translation of the mRNA? The experiments 

described in previous chapters explored the role of the cob 5' UTR in CBP1-

dependent accumulation of cob transcripts. The results showed that cob 5' UTR 

sequence upstream of -961, or between -898 and -707 is not required for 

respiratory growth. Therefore, these sequences are not required for processing 

and/or translation of cob mRNA. The results also showed that sequence 

between -961 and -898 is required for the accumulation of cob transcripts. It is 

not possible, however, to determine whether this sequence is required for 

processing and/or translation in vivo, because when this sequence was deleted, cob 

transcripts were undetectable by either northern blot or primer extension. 

The experiments described in this chapter represent an initial investigation of 

the importance to respiratory growth of the remainder of the 5' UTR of cob 

transcripts, between -700 and the AUG at + 1. The results of these experiments 

suggest that cob sequence between -200 and -4 is required for respiratory growth 

because it interacts with factors required for translation of cob mRNA. 
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Results 

cob sequence between -682 and -200 is not required for respiratory competence. 

To investigate whether cob expression is dependent upon sequence between -700 

and the AUG at + 1, strains were constructed in which sequence within this region 

had been deleted. A nested set of deletions (series L; diagrammed in Figure 14A) 

was constructed ill vitro and the deletions were introduced to the grande 

mitochondrial genome as described in the previous chapter and in Materials and 

Methods. The series L deletions extend from a common 5' endpoint at -682 to 

variable 3' endpoints, ranging from -370 (strain 370L) to -4 (strain 4L). The 3' 

endpoint of the deletion in strain 200L is between -200 and -100. The effect of 

the deletions on respiratory growth was examined. 

Deletions of cob sequence between -682 and -200 did not affect the ability of 

the strains to grow on glycerol. As shown in Figure 15A, strains 370L, 283L and 

200L showed single colony growth on glycerol similar to that of wild-type, leading 

to the conclusion that cob sequence between -682 and -200 is not required for 

respiratory growth. The phenotypes of strains 370L, 283L and 200L were not 

examined further. Strain 4L, in which the deletion extended from -682 to -4, was 

respiratory incompetent (Figure 14A). Therefore, unless sequences required for 

respiratory growth are redundant within the 5' UTR, sequence between -200 and 
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-4 is required for respiratory growth. Strain 4L was further analyzed to determine 

the effect of the deletion on cob expression. 

Sequence between -200 and -4 is required for excision of maturase-encoding 

introns. The deletion of cob sequence between -200 and -4 could lead to a loss of 

respiratory function by affecting (1) production of functional tRNAg1u
, (2) steady

state levels of cob transcripts, (3) processing of cob transcripts, or (4) translation 

of cob mRNA. To determine whether the deletion resulted in the loss of 

functional tRNAg1u
, strain 4L was mated to strain a4-35, which carries a petite 

mitochondrial genome that encodes cytochrome b, but not tRNAgiu (Dieckmann et 

al., 1984b). The diploids were tested for their ability to grow on glycerol, and 

were respiratory competent, indicating that the level of functional tRNAgiu in 

strain 4L is sufficient for respiratory growth (data not shown). 

To determine the effect of the 4L deletion on the steady-state level or 

processing of cob transcripts, mitochondrial RNA isolated from strain 4L was 

analyzed by northern blot lIsing cob and oli1 specific probes (Figure 15B; 

Materials and Methods). A CBP1-dependent cob transcript of high molecular 

weight was detected in strain 4L at a steady-state level approximately 25% that of 

wild-type cob mRNA (estimated by comparing the level of cob transcripts in each 

strain to that of oW transcripts in the same strain). As data obtained from other 
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cob deletion strains (previous chapter) and from temperature-sensitive cbpJ strains 

(Staples and Dieckmann, unpublished data) indicate that a steady-state level of 

correctly processed cob mRNA that is 5 to 10% that of wild-type is sufficient for 

wild-type growth on glycerol, the respiratory incompetence of strain 4L is not due 

to low steady-state leve~s of cob transcripts. However, the molecular weight of the 

4L cob transcript was much greater than that of the wild-type 2.2 kb mRNA 

(Figure 15B), suggesting that the respiratory incompetence of strain 4L is due to a 

lack of processing and/or translation of cob transcripts. 

The high molecular weight of the 4L cob transcript is most likely the result of 

altered processing. A failure to correctly process either the 5' or 3' ends of the 4L 

cob transcript could result in the production of a high molecular weight transcript, 

if such an incorrectly processed transcript were stable. Primer extension analysis 

showed that the 5' ends of the 4L cob transcript were at the same positions as 

those of wild-type mature mRNA, at nucleotides -954 and -955 (data not shown). 

The 3' ends of the 4L cob transcript were not analyzed. However, as the 3' ends 

of mitochondrial transcripts are produced within a conserved dodecamer sequence 

located downstream of the coding sequences (Osinga et ai., 1984), it seems 

unlikely that the deletion of sequence within the 5' UTR of cob mRNA would 

result in a complete loss of processing at the 3' end. 
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A more attractive hypothesis is that in strain 4L, a failure to excise the introns 

from the cob coding sequence results in the production of a non-functional, high 

molecular weight transcript. The number of introns present in cob varies among 

yeast strains. In "short-form" mitochondrial genomes, cob is composed of 3 exons 

and 2 introns, while in "long-form" mitochondrial genomes (diagrammed in Figure 

14A) cob is composed of contains 6 exons and 5 introns, bll through bI5. The 

two cob introns present in short-form genomes are identical to introns bI4 and bI5 

of long-form genomes. In long-form genomes, introns bI2, bI3 and bI4 contain 

open reading frames (ORFs) that encode maturases that are required for the 

excision of the intron within which they are found (De La Salle et ai., 1982; 

Lazowska et ai., 1980). The maturase-encoding ORFs are in-frame with the ORF 

that encodes cytochrome b and the maturases are translated as fusion proteins 

from the cob AUG. Therefore, a failure to translate cob mRNA results in the 

accumulation of high molecular weight cob transcripts containing anyone or all of 

the three maturase-encoding introns (Seraph in et al., 1987). 

As the mitochondrial genome in strain 4L is the product of recombination 

between a mitochondrial genome containing the short form of cob (the cob 

sequence in the deletion plasmids was derived from the short-form mitochondrial 

genome, A21) and a genome containing the long form of cob (strain M941O; see 

Materials and Methods), the 4L genome could contain either the short or the long 
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form of cob. To determine the structure of cob in strain 4L, mtDNA isolated 

from strain 4L was digested with Mbo I plus Eco RI and analyzed by Southern 

blot (Figure 14B). Using a probe that extends downstream of long-form introns 

bIl, bI2 and bI3, the restriction pattern obtained from a wild-type short-form 

genome (A21) was different than that obtained from a wild-type long-form 

genome (strain LL20IKL14). Fragments 1, 3 and 4 from strain 4L mtDNA were 

identical to those from strain LL20!KL14, while fragment 2 varied from wild-type 

(Figures 14A and 14B). These data indicate that in strain 4L the cob gene is of 

the long form, and that, as expected, approximately 670 bp of sequence within 

fragment 2 has been deleted and replaced with an Eco RI restriction site. 

Wild-type cob transcripts containing introns bI2, bI3 and bI4 would be 6.4 kb 

in length; 4L cob transcripts containing these three introns would be 5.7 kb in 

length. To verify that the cob transcript present in strain 4L was of the size 

expected if it contained introns bI2, bI3 and bI4 (5.7 kb), mitochondrial RNA 

isolated from strain N356/KL14 was used as a control on the northern blots. 

Strain N356!KL14 contains the long-form mitochondrial genome from strain 

KL14-4B and a mutation in the nuclear CBS1 gene that leads to a defect in 

translation of cob mRNA (Rodel and Fox, 1987; Rodel et ai., 1985; Pillar et ai., 

1983). As expected, high molecular weight cob transcripts were detected in strain 

N356IKL14 mitochondrial RNA (Figure 15B). By analo!:,l)' with the structure of 
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the largest cob transcript detected in a cbs2 deletion strain (Muroff and Tzagoloff, 

1990), the largest of the three high molecular weight transcripts is one which 

contains all three maturase-encoding introns (6.4 kb). The 4L transcript migrated 

just below the largest N356/KL14 transcript, consistent with the hypothesis that 

the 4L transcript contains introns bI2, bI3 and bI4, and a 670 NT deletion in the 

5' UTR. 

Further proof of the structure of the 4L transcript was obtained by 

hybridization of the blot shown in Figure 15B to a probe containing only bI4 

sequence. The bI4 probe hybridized to the three high molecular weight 

transcripts present in strain N356/KL14 and to the 4L cob transcript (hybridization 

to the bI4 probe is indicated with asterisks in Figure 15B). These data are 

consistent with the hypothesis that the cob transcript present in strain 4L contains 

all three maturase-encoding introns of the long form of cob. 

Discussion 

The expression of the mitochondrial gene cob requires the function of a 

plethora of both general and specific factors. The results of previous studies have 

suggested that the 5' UTR of cob transcripts interacts with several of these factors, 

specifically those required for either the stability of cob transcripts (Dieckmann et 

at., 1984; Mittelmeier and Dieckmann, 1992) or for translation of the mRNA 



(Rodel, 1986; Rodel and Fox, 1987). Experiments described in the previous 

chapter examined the affect on cob expression of deletions in the cob 5' UTR 

upstream of position -700. Experiments described in this chapter examined the 

affect on cob expression of deletions in the 5' UTR downstream of -700. 
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The respiratory competence of strains in which cob sequence between -682 

and -200 had been deleted leads to the conclusion that this portion of cob is not 

required for cob expression. In contrast, strain 4L, in which sequence between 

-682 and -4 had been deleted, was unable to grow on glycerol and accumulated a 

high molecular weight cob transcript in a CBP1-dependent manner. The 4L cob 

transcript had wild-type 5' ends, but retained intron bI4. These data are 

consistent with previous results indicating that sequence 3' of -700 is not required 

for CBP1-dependent cob transcript stability (Mittelmeier and Dieckmann, 1990). 

In addition, the data indicate that when sequence between -682 and -200 has been 

deleted, sequence between -200 and -4 is required for respiratory growth, 

specifically because it is required for the excision of one or more cob introns. 

Cob introns bI2, bI3 and bI4 contain open reading frames (ORFs) that are in

frame with the cytochrome b coding sequence and extend to stop codons within 

the introns (see Figure 14A). The excision of each of these introns from 

precursor cob transcripts requires the activity of the protein, referred to as a 

maturase, that is encoded by the ORF within that intron (De La Salle et at., 1982; 
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Lazowska et al., 1980). One hypothesis that explains the phenotype of strain 4L is 

that sequence in the 5' UTR of cob is required for the excision of intron bI2. As 

all of the maturase-encoding ORFs begin at the cob AUG at + 1, translation of 

transcripts that retain bI2 terminates within bI2 and cannot produce the bI3 or bI4 

maturases. Therefore, a failure to excise bI2 results in transcripts that retain bI2, 

bI3 and b14. However, it does not seem likely that cob sequence 5' of the start 

codon is required specifically for the excision of intron b12. For example, in vitro 

CBP2-dependent excision of bI5 requires only a subset of structural domains 

within the intron (Gampel and Cech, 1991). I favor the alternative hypothesis that 

in strain 4L, the primary requirement for sequence between -200 and -4 is for the 

translation of cob transcripts; introns bI2, bI3 and bI4 are not excised from the 

precursor transcript because maturases are not produced. 

Translation of cob mRNA requires the activity of both the cob-specific 

translation factors, CBS1, CBS2 and CBP6, and of the mitochondrial ribosomes 

and general translation factors. In mutant cbs1 or cbs2 strains, high molecular 

weight cob transcripts that retain one or some combination of the maturase

encoding introns accumulate (Pillar et al., 1983). In fact, the phenotype of strain 

4L appears identical to that of a cbs2 deletion strain in which cob transcripts 

containing bI2, bI3 and bI4 accumulate, and mature cob mRNA is undetectable 

(Muroff and Tzagoloff, 1990). Therefore, it seems likely that cob mRNA 



sequence between -200 and -4 is involved in an interaction(s) with anyone or 

several factors required for translation of the mRNA. 
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The p40 protein present in mitochondrial extracts binds the cob 5' UTR in 

vitro between nucleotides -343 and -26 (Dekker et al., 1992). However, hybrid 

mitochondrial transcripts which do not contain an in vitro binding site for p40 can 

be translated in vivo (Costanzo and Fox, 1988; Mittelmeier and Dieckmann, 1990). 

Based on these data Dekker et al. (1992) have proposed that p40 acts as an 

inhibitor of translation, assuring localization of mitochondrial mRNAs to the 

mitochondrial membrane before translation. Analysis of the translatability of cob 

mRNAs in strain 4L and in strains containing other sequence changes in the cob 

5' UTR will further our understanding of mitochondrial translation and of the 

mechanisms by which nuclear gene products promote the translation of individual 

mitochondrial mRNAs. 
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FIG. 14. Southern blot analysis of mitochondrial DNA isolated from L series cob 

deletion strains. (A) The cob gene of the long-form wild-type mitochondrial 

genome present in strains KL14-4B and M9410, and the L series deletions 

constructed within cob are diagrammed. The cob promoter (rightward alTow), 

tRNAg1u gene (opell circle) and the position at which precursor transcripts are 

cleaved to form mature cob mRNA (dowllward alTOW at -954) are indicated. In 

long form mitochondrial genomes, cob contains 5 introns and 6 exons. Black boxes 

represent cob exons 1 through 6, striped boxes represent the maturase coding 

sequences present in introns 2 (bI2), 3 (bI3) and 4 (bI4), and white boxes 

represent non-coding sequence. The positions of relevant Mba I (M) and Eco RI 

(E) restriction sites, and of the extended (boxed L; deletion 200L) and the Eco RI 

linker sequences (boxed E) are indicated. The relative rates of growth on glycerol 

are indicated on the right. Also shown is the structure of the cob exon probe used 

in both Southern and northern blot analyses of strain 4L. (B) mtDNA isolated 

from strain LL20/A21 (A21; short form mitochondrial genome), and from strains 

LL20/KL14, M9410 and 4L (long form mitochondrial genomes) was restricted with 

Mba I plus Eco RI and analyzed by Southern blot using the cob exon probe 

diagrammed above (extending from -1350 to +654 of the short form of cob). The 

positions and sizes in base pairs (bp) of molecular weight markers are indicated 

on the left. The positions of the four fragments, numbered 1 (largest) through 4 

(smallest), detected in strains carrying the wild-type long form of cob 

(LL20IKL14), are indicated on the right. The cob deletions present in strains 

M9410 and 4L alter the size and, therefore, the mobility of fragment 2. 
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FIG. 15. Respiratory growth and cob mRNA in L series cob deletion strains. 

(A) Series L deletion strains were streaked on a non-fermentable carbon source 

(YPEG) and grown at 30 0 C for 4 days. (B) Mitochondrial RNA isolated from 

strains carrying short form mitochondrial genomes (A21), long form mitochondrial 

genomes (KL14), or cob deletion mitochondrial genomes (4L), were analyzed by 

northern blot using probes specific for cob and olil sequence (Materials and 

Methods). The positions of mature cob and olil transcripts are indicated on the 

left, while the position of the cob transcript present in strain 4L is indicated on the 

right. Asterisks indicate bands that were present when an identical blot was 

hybridized to a probe specific for cob intron (bI4) sequence (Materials and 

Methods). The cbpl strain used in these experiments was CP1L (Table 1). Strain 

N356/KL14 carries a cbsl mutation (Table 1). 
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Chapter 5: General Discussion and Future Considerations 

The work described in this dissertation was directed toward the definition of 

sequences within the 5' untranslated region (UTR) of mitochondrial cytochrome b 

gene (cob) transcripts that are required for cob expression and, therefore, for 

respiratory function. The majority of the experiments were designed to define the 

cis-acting site on cob RNA that is important for the accumulation of cob 

transcripts in the presence of the nuclear PET gene product, CBPl. The results 

of these experiments indicate that a specific site on the cob RNA, between 

nucleotides -961 and -898 (relative to the AUG), is sufficient for both the CBP1-

dependent accumulation of cob transcripts and for correct cleavage of precursor 

transcripts at nucleotides -954 or -955 to produce mature mRNAs (refer to Figure 

1). The data also show that the accumulation of unprocessed cob transcripts, 

produced by endonucleolytic cleavage at the 3' end of tRNAg1u
, is dependent on 

CBPl. In addition, the data are suggestive of a role for CBP1 in the cleavages 

at -954 and -955. The remainder of the experiments focused on the role of the 

downstream portion of the cob 5' UTR in cob expression. The results of these 

experiments suggest that factors required for processing and/or translation of cob 

mRNA interact with cob transcripts between nucleotides -200 and -4. 

A hypothetical model of the mechanism by which CBP1 prevents the 

degradation of cob transcripts can be proposed based on results indicating that 
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CBP1 is a mitochondrial protein (Weber and Dieckmann, 1990) and on data 

obtained from experiments described in the previous chapters. According to the 

model, CBP1 binds to precursor cob transcripts between nucleotides -961 and 

-898. CBP1 binding results in protection of cob transcripts from degradation 

following removal of tRNAg1u from precursor transcripts. To efficiently prevent 

the degradation of cob transcripts, CBP1 must bind to precursor transcripts before 

endonucleolytic cleavage at the 3' end of tRNAg1u
• CBP1 binding also results in 

the cleavage of precursor transcripts at -954 or -955 to produce mature cob 

mRNAs. Correct positioning of the cleavages is assured by recognition of the 

RNA between nucleotides -948 and -938 by either CBP1, or a nuclease directed by 

CBP1, and cleavage of the precursors at a specific distance 5' of the recognition 

site. Following cleavage at -954 or -955, protection of the mature mRNAs from 

degradation may, or may not, be dependent on the continued activity of CBPl. 

How might CBP1 both prevent the degradation of unprocessed cob transcripts 

and direct the cleavage of those transcripts to produce mature mRNAs? One 

variation of the above model is that CBP1 modifies, in some way, both precursor 

and mature cob mRNAs and that the modification protects the RNAs from 

degradative nucleases. However, it seems unlikely that a single protein would 

have both RNA modification and cleavage activity. Alternatively, CBP1 could 

direct the localization of precursor transcripts and/or the assembly of a protein 
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complex on the precursor transcripts. Localization and/or complex assembly 

would both protect cob transcripts from degradation and result in cleavage of the 

precursor molecules to form mature mRNAs. 

Localization of cob transcripts to the mitochondrial membrane, or the 

assembly of a protein complex on the mRNA may also be required for translation 

of the mRNA. Recent experiments demonstrating an association between several 

gene-specific translational activators and the mitochondrial membrane has 

prompted the hypothesis that translation occurs on the inner mitochondrial 

membrane (Costanzo and Fox, 1990; Michaelis et ai., 1991). If translation of cob 

mRNA only occurs following localization and/or complex assembly, and CBP1 is 

required for these processes, then CBP1 would also be required for translation of 

cob mRNA. In temperature-sensitive cbpJ strains grown at the restrictive 

temperature, the observed levels of unprocessed cob transcripts would be 

sufficient for respiratory function if these transcripts were translated (Staples and 

Dieckmann, in preparation). Therefore, either cleavage at -954 or -955 and/or 

CBP1 activity is required for translation of cytochrome b. 

Experiments that will test and expand upon the models for CBP1 activity are 

described below. The specific aims of these experiments are as follows: 

(1) To determine whether CBP1 interacts directly with cob RNA. 

(2) To determine how the interaction between CBP1 and cob transcripts 



prevents degradation of the RNA. 

(3) To more precisely define the cis-acting site(s) involved in 

protein-RNA interactions that lead to stabilization and/or 

cleavage of cob transcripts. 

(4) To investigate the possibility that CBP1 activity is required, 

directly or indirectly, for translation of cytochrome b. 

(5) To determine the mechanism by which cob transcripts are degraded. 
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Does CBPI interact directly with cob transcripts? There are several approaches 

that can be taken to determine whether CBP1 directly binds to cob RNA. The 

most direct approach is to demonstrate CBP1 binding and/or cleavage activity in 

vitro. Previous attempts to find conditions under which CBP1 bound and/or 

cleaved substrate RNAs were unsuccessful (Weber, 1991). There were two 

problems with the previous approach that proved difficult to overcome. The first 

major obstacle was that fractionation of mitochondria yielded very little protein; 

moreover, when CBP1 was overexpressed in several systems, the protein formed 

insoluble aggregates. The second was degradation of the relatively large RNA 

substrates, synthesized ill vitro, in crude mitochondrial extracts. This problem 

might be overcome by the use of smaller RNA molecules as substrates in ill vitro 

assays using crude mitochondrial extracts. Smaller RNA molecules may be less 
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susceptible to nucleolytic degradation and are more likely to fold into a secondary 

structure similar to that formed ill vivo. The thoughtful choice of a smaller RNA 

substrate is possible now that the putative CBPI binding site has been more 

precisely defined. 

A second approach toward defining the interaction between CBPI and cob 

transcripts is to analyze mitochondrial suppressors of cbpJ mutations. Previously, 

a search for mitochondrial suppressors of cbpJ mutations yielded only the petite 

mitochondrial genome rl104-35, in which the oW 5' UTR sequence was fused to the 

cob coding sequence (Dieckmann et ai., 1984b). Although the analysis of rho4
-
35 

mtDNA led to the hypothesis that CBPI acts via the cob 5' UTR, it did not 

provide evidence for a direct interaction. There were two constraints on the 

previous selection of suppressors. The first was the use of alleles of cbpJ that 

produced a truncated protein; perhaps this allowed only the selection of "bypass" 

suppressors. The second was the use of the entire rlzo+ mitochondrial genome as 

a target for mutagenesis, allowing rl10
4

-
35 genomes to arise at a high frequency. At 

present, the selection could be performed using temperature-sensitive alleles of 

cbpJ (Staples and Dieckmann, in preparation) and a synthetic petite mitochondrial 

genome that contains only portions of the cob 5' UTR as a target for mutagenesis, 

restricting the location of the suppressing mutations. Following mutagenesis of a 

synthetic pelite genome, the mutations would have to be recombined onto the rho + 
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mitochondrial genome before selection for those that suppress the cbpJ 

phenotype. Specificity of a suppressor allele for a given cbpJ mutation, association 

of a cbpJ-like phenotype with the suppressor mutation, and reciprocal suppression 

between the mitochondrial mutation and the cbpJ allele would be consistent with 

a direct interaction between CBPI and cob transcripts. 

Finally, proteins that interact with cob transcripts might be identified by 

selecting for nuclear suppressors of point mutations in cob that lead to a 

respiratory negative phenotype. For example, experiments designed to more 

precisely define cis-acting sites on the cob RNA (see below) might lead to the 

construction of single nucleotide mutations that lead to degradation of cob 

transcripts. A selection for respiratory competent revertants of such a mutant 

might yield strains with allele-specific suppressing mutations in CBPJ. The 

simplest explanation for this result would be that CBPI interacts directly with cob 

transcripts. 

Is the stability of the mature cob mRNA dependent on CBPl? If CBPI does 

interact with cob transcripts directly, the question becomes how does this 

interaction prevent degradation of the RNA molecules? In the case of the cob 

transcript produced by endonucleolytic cleavage at the 3' end of tRNAg1u
, the most 

likely hypothesis is that CBPI provides steric protection from nucleolytic 

degradation and/or localizes the transcript to a mitochondrial sub-compartment 
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where degradation does not occur. Protection of the mature mRNA could also be 

achieved by binding of CBP1 to the mRNA following cleavage and/or localization 

of the mRNA. Alternatively, cleavage of the precursor transcripts at -954 or -955 

could produce mature mRNAs that do not require the continued activity of CBP1, 

but are resistant to nucleolytic attack due to the structure of the RNA molecules. 

To distinguish between the above possibilities, the method of microprojectile 

bombardment is being used to introduce constructs into mitochondria that will 

directly produce cob mRNAs with 5' ends at -955. For example, construction of a 

cob gene in which sequence between the 3' end of tRNAgiu at -1099 and the 

processing site at -955 cleavage has been deleted, would result in the production 

of precursor transcripts which only need to be cleaved at the 3' end of tRNAgiu to 

produce a mature cob mRNA with a 5' end at nucleotide -955. Dependence of 

this cob mRNA on CBP1 would be consistent with a model in which CBP1 

protects the mature mRNA from degradation via binding and/or localization. 

CBP1-independent accumulation of this mature cob mRNA formed by 

endonucleolytic cleavage at the 3' end of tRNAgiu would be consistent with the 

hypothesis that cleavage produces a nuclease-resistant mRNA. Finally, the steady

state levels of this mature mRNA might indicate whether the distance between the 

3' end of tRNAgiu and the processing site at -955 is important for cob mRNA 

accumulation. For example, low levels of the mature mRNA in CBPl strains 



would be suggestive of a competition between the tRNA processing enzyme and 

CBPl. Such a competition implies that CBPl must bind to precursor cob 

transcripts before cleavage at the 3' end of tRNAglu
• 
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Is CBPI required for translation of cob mRNA? If CBPl binds to unprocessed 

cob transcripts to prevent their degradation, and simply cleaves these transcripts to 

produce stable, mature mRNAs, then CBPl mayor may not have a role in 

translation of the mRNA. Likewise, if CBPl stabilizes cob transcripts by localizing 

them to a sub-mitochondrial compartment or by promoting the assembly of a 

macromolecular complex on the transcripts, this localization and/or complex 

assembly mayor may not be required for translation of the mRNA. At present, 

the degradation of cob transcripts in cbpJ strains makes it impossible to test 

whether the mature mRNA requires CBPl for translation. The most direct way of 

determining whether translation of cob mRNA requires CBPl is to create an 

mRNA that accumulates in the absence of CBP1, and to then determine whether 

this RNA is translated in cbpJ strains. A cob mRNA that is stable in cbpJ strains 

might be created by the deletion construct described above, in which cleavage at 

the 3' end of tRNAgiu produces a mature mRNA. The respiratory phenotype of a 

strain carrying this construct would then be assessed. 

The observation that cob transcripts with 5' ends at the 3' end of tRNAgiu are 

probably not translated in temperature-sensitive cbpJ strains grown at the 
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restrictive temperature poses a more complex problem. Are these cob transcripts 

inherently untranslatable (i.e. the 143 nt extension at the 5' end inhibits 

translation), or is CBP1 required for translation of all cob transcripts? To answer 

this question, cob mutants in which precursor transcripts are refractory to cleavage 

at -954 or -954 in CBPl strains would have to be obtained (see below). The 

translatability of the resulting precursor cob transcripts could then be determined. 

What is the precise nature of the ci.~-acting sites required for the accumulation of 

cob transcripts? There are two basic approaches toward defining in greater detail 

the cis-acting sites required for the accumulation of cob transcripts. The first is to 

mutagenize specific sequences ill vitro, introduce the mutations to the grande 

mitochondrial genome via microprojectile bombardment, and analyze the affect of 

the mutations on cob expression. This basic protocol is currently being employed 

to mutagenize the CCG at nucleotides -944, -943 and -942, within the 

hypothesized recognition site for the -954 nuclease. Also, mutations that may 

destroy secondary structure within the defined region of cob transcripts are being 

tested for their affect on cob expression. 

The mutations examined could result in the production of precursor cob 

transcripts that are not cleaved at -954 or -955 and/or the production of transcripts 

that are susceptible to nucleolytic degradation. The mutations might disrupt either 

the interaction between CBPI and cob transcripts or may affect a cis-acting site 
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that is independent of CBPl. To distinguish between these possibilities the 

mutations would be introduced to a cob gene that is CBPI-independent (if such a 

construct can be obtained; see above). If, in the context of an otherwise CBPl

independent transcript, the mutation leads to lack of processing and/or 

degradation of the transcripts, then I would conclude that the ciS-acting site has 

some function other than interaction with CBPl. Alternatively, if the mutation no 

longer has an effect on cob transcripts, I would conclude that the wild-type 

sequence is required for interaction with CBPl. 

The second approach toward defining cob sequence required for transcript 

accumulation is to isolate and analyze mitochondrial mutations that suppress 

either cbpl mutations, or the respiratory negative phenotype of several of the cob 

deletion strains. The isolation of mitochondrial suppressors of cbpl mutations has 

been described above. Selection for mutations that restored respiratory growth to 

cob deletion strain 938B has been described in this dissertation. The analysis of 

the suppressing mitochondrial mutations did provide information concerning the 

importance of a specific sequence to cob transcript stability. 

How are cob transcripts degraded? If protein binding and/or RNA structure at 

the 5' end of cob transcripts can prevent their degradation, by what mechanism is 

the RNA degraded, and are other mitochondrial transcripts degraded in a similar 

manner? It might be possible to isolate mitochondrial suppressors of cbpl null 
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mutants that are targeted to the 5' UTR of cob transcripts (see above). If such 

mutants could be isolated, comparison of cob sequence in the mutants to that of 

wild-type would yield information about the requirements of the nuclease(s) that 

degrades cob transcripts. 

To determine whether the 5' ends of other mitochondrial transcripts are 

required for stability, deletions could be constructed within other mitochondrial 

genes using the method described in this dissertation. Specifically, as the 

replacement of the first 250 nucIeotides of the alii 5' UTR by cob sequence in the 

cob-oW gene (described in Chapter 2) resulted in degradation of the hybrid 

transcripts in cbpl strains, it is reasonable to hypothesize that the deletion of the 

olil sequence resulted in degradation of the transcript. This hypothesis could be 

tested directly. 

The goal of the experiments described above is to increase our understanding 

of the mechanism by which CBPI prevents the degradation of cob transcripts. 

The experiments described below would examine other mechanisms by which cob 

expression is regulated. 

How are cytochrome b levels regulated? Is cob expression regulated at the level 

of transcription? RNA stability? translation? or protein stability? In several of the 

cob deletion strains, and in temperature-sensitive cbpl strains grown at the 

permissive temperature (Staples and Dieckmann, in preparation), cob transcript 
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levels were 10% that of wild-type, yet the strains appeared to grow normally on 

the non-fermentable carbon source glycerol. Therefore, the steady-state level of 

cob transcripts is not rate-limiting for respiratory growth. One model that explains 

this observation is that the rate of translation of cob mRNA is increased in these 

strains, resulting in wild-type levels of cytochrome b. A second model is that 

cytochrome b is produced in excess in wild-type strains but that the excess protein 

not assembled into complex III is degraded. The phenotype of nuclear cbp3 

mutants indicates that cytochrome b not assembled into complex III is degraded 

(Wu and Tzagoloff, 1989). A final model is that the level of cytochrome b 

observed in wild-type strains is not limiting for respiratory growth; cytochrome b 

levels as low as 10% that of wild-type are sufficient for wild-type growth on 

glycerol. Determination of the translation rate of cob mRNA (by pulse-labelling 

mitochondrial gene products) and of the steady-state levels of cytochrome b (by 

Western blot) in the mutant strains would distinguish among these models. 

Does cob expression affect the expression of CBPl? A study of the expression of 

nuclear genes encoding mitochondrial proteins indicated that their expression is 

affected by the mitochondrial genotype of the cell (Parikh et al., 1987). Also, in 

temperature-sensitive cbpl strains grown at the permissive temperature, steady

state levels of CBPl transcripts are lower than those of wild-type (Staples and 

Dieckmann, in preparation). CB?] transcript levels may be unaffected by the 
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mitochondrial genotype of the strain. Alternatively, they may depend upon either 

the respiratory capacity of the cells, or specifically on cob expression. To 

distinguish between these possibilities, levels of CBPI transcripts in the cob 

deletion strains, or in strains that are respiratory incompetent due to mutations in 

either cob or other mitochondrial genes, would be determined. 

The results obtained from further experimentation will increase our 

understanding of the role of CBP 1 in cob expression and of the interplay between 

the nuclear and mitochondrial genomes that results in the production of 

respiratory competent organelles. 
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Chapter 6: Materials and Methods 

Strains and media. Saccharomyces cerevisiae strains used in this study are listed 

in Table 1. Strains without mitochondrial DNA (rhoo strains) were isolated 

following ethidium bromide mutagenesis of the original rho + strain. 

Strain MY7 was a spore from a cross of strain K393-2D to strain CBll. 

Strain aE655 was a spore from a cross of strain E655 to strain CBll. Strain 

aE6550P was a spore from a cross of strain aE655 to strain M94l0. Strain A2l 

was created by transferring mitochondrial DNA from strain D273-l0B/A2l to 

strain LL20/r/zoo via cytoduction. Strain JC3/M941O was created by transferring 

mitochondrial DNA from strain M9410 to strain JC3/rhoo via cytoduction 

(Lancashire and Mattoon, 1979). Strain aE655/lnt was created by transferring 

mitochondrial DNA from strain E655/Int to strain aE655/rhoo via cytoduction. 

Strains LL20/KL14, CPlLIKL14 and N356/KL14 were created by transferring 

mitochondrial DNA from strain KL14-4B to strains LL20/rlzoo, CPlL/r/zoo and 

N356/rlzoo via cytoduction. Strain a4-35 was a spore from a cross of strain 

aE655/Int to strain KL14-4B/rIlOo. 

Media were: YPD (1% yeast extract, 2% peptone, 2% glucose), YPEG (1% 

yeast extract, 2% peptone, 3% glycerol) and WO (0.67% yeast nitrogen base 

without amino acids, 2% glucose). Solid media contained 2% agar. 
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Obtaining a stable rho!J.co strain. Southern blot analyses of mitochondrial DNA 

(mtDNA) from strain E655/Int suggested that genomes with a deletion spanning 

the cob-olil (CO) region were present in the strain (Dieckmann and Gandy, 1987). 

Indeed, segregants of E655/1nt that did not rescue cob mi( mutants arose at a low 

frequency, indicating that the cob gene had been deleted. However, the 

segregants were unstable, amassing a large proportion of petite genomes over the 

course of several generations. To recover the cob-olil deletion genome, E655/1nt 

was crossed to aE6550P which has a mutation in the nuclear OPl gene, encoding 

the mitochondrial ATP/ADP translocator (O'Malley et ai., 1982). opl mutations 

are lethal in cells carrying petite mitochondrial genomes (Beck et ai., 1968). 

Therefore, unstable mir mitochondrial genomes can be maintained in culture in 

the opl background (Schweyen el al., 1978). A spore from this cross, 156/1nt, was 

grown in liquid YPD medium and a segregant containing the rllO!J.co genome, as 

determined by mating to cob mit" strains, was named 156/ilCO. As opl is also a 

nuclear pet mutation, the effect of the cbpl pet mutation on expression of the cob

olil gene could not be assessed with this strain. Therefore, 156/ilCO was 

outcrossed to several laboratory strains in an attempt to find a nuclear background 

in which the mtDNA would be stable in the absence of the opl mutation. A cross 

between strain 156/ilCO and strain MY7 produced two spores (100 scored) with 

stable deletion genomes. Strain 96/ilCO carries the cbpl-20 mutation, while strain 



2/tiCO is wild-type at CBP1. Strain 2/tiCO was backcrossed to strain MY7 to 

obtain an even more stable spore, strain 2-55/tiCO. 
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Construction of plasmids and cob deletions. Plasmids Mb247/6-74 and Mb247/5-

57 contain cob sequence from -1350 to + 1716, a partial Mbo I fragment of 

DS400/A12 mtDNA, ligated into the Bam HI site of the E. coli plasmid 

pBluescript (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) in the 5' to 3' and 3' to 5' orientations, 

respectively. Deletions were created in Mb247/6-74 by digestion with Pst I and 

Bst Ell, followed by treatment with Exonuclease III (Ambion, Austin, TX) and 

Mung Bean nuclease (Promega, Madison, WI), ligation, and transformation of E. 

coli strain XL1-blue (Bullock el al., 1987). In a similar manner, deletions were 

created in Mb247/5-57, starting with digestion by Pst I and Bam HI. The series B 

deletion plasmids (p772B, p898B, p938B and p997B) were constructed by ligating 

the -707 to +654 Eco RI fragment from an Mb247/5-57 plasmid, in which the 

ExoIII deletion extended to -707, into the Eco RI sites of Mb247/6-74 plasmids 

with deletion endpoints at -772, -898, -938 or -997 of cob. Plasmid p160 was 

obtained by ligating the -778 to +654 Eco RI fragment from an Mb247/5-57 

plasmid, in which the ExoIII deletion extended to -778, into the Eco RI site of the 

Mb247/6-74 plasmid with the deletion endpoint at -938. 
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pKS/tRNA-254 was created by PCR amplification of cob sequence from -1350 

to -1096 using primers cob 1714 and cob 1713 (Table 2), and ligation into Bam HI 

and Eco RI-digested pBluescript-KS. The series A deletions in plasmids p948A, 

p944A, p923A and p707 A were constructed by ligating Eco RI fragments from 

Mb247/5-57 deletion plasm ids, in which the deletions extended to -948, -944, -923 

or -707, into the Eco RI site of pKS/tRNA-254. Plasmid p961A was constructed 

by ligating PCR-amplified cob sequence from -961 to +654 (primers cobl717 and 

cob654A; Table 2) into the Eco RI site of pKS/tRNA-254. Plasmid 944-22 was 

created by ligating the -944 to + 1716 Hind III-Cia I fragment from an Mb247/5-57 

plasmid, in which the ExoIII deletion extended to -944, into a Hind III plus Cia I

digested Mb247/6-74 plasmid in which the ExoIII deletion extended to -1096. 

Plasmids pSUF63-F and pSUF63-R were constructed by ligating PCR-amplified 

cob sequence from -961 to -898 (primers cob1717 and cobl718; Table 2), into the 

Eco RI site of p707 A. 

Transformation of mitochondria by microprojectile bombardment. Yeast strain 

LL20/rlzoo (a, ieu2-3, leu2-112, lzis3-11, lzis3-15/r1lOo) was co-transformed with 

YEp351 (a mUlti-copy plasmid carrying the LEU2 gene; Hill et al., 1986) and each 

of the cob deletion plasm ids by high velocity microprojectile bombardment 

(Johnson el al., 1988; Sanford et al., 1987). Co-transformation was performed as 
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described (Armaleo et al., 1990; Fox et al., 1988) with modifications. 100 ml of 

liquid YPD media was inoculated with 1 ml of an overnight culture of LL20/rhoo, 

the culture was grown at 30°C to a density of 2 x 108 cells/ml, the cells were 

pelleted, washed once with 1.2 M sorbitol and resuspended in 1.2 M sorbitol at a 

density of approximately 5 x 109 cells/ml. Regeneration plates (WO + 0.75 M 

sorbitol, 0.75 M mannitol, 5% glucose, 60 J,Lg/ml histidine, 2% agar) were spread 

with 0.1 ml of resuspended cells and allowed to dry at room temperature. 

Tungsten microprojectiles (0.75 J,Lm; DuPont, Wilmington, DE) were washed once 

with ethanol, once with water and resuspended in water at a concentration of 0.5 

mg/J,Ll. Approximately 4 J,Lg of YEp351 plus 4 to 12 J,Lg of the cob deletion plasmid 

(in 50 J,Ll) were precipitated onto 50 J,LI of pellets by the addition of 100 J.Ll of 2.5 

M CaCl2 followed by 25 J,Ll of 1 M spermidine (free base, tissue culture grade, 

Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and incubation at room temperature for 20 min. The 

DNA-coated microprojectiles were pelleted, resuspended in 160 J,LI ethanol and 

used to bombard eight plates with the PDS-1000/He and 1300 Psi rupture disks 

(DuPont, Wilmington, DE). 

Leu+ nuclear transformants appeared after 3 to 4 days of incubation at 30°C 

and were obtained at frequencies of 1 transformant per 105 to 108 cells. The 

nuclear transformants were grown for 10 days at 30°C, replicated on a lawn of 

aM17-162-4A on WO, and after 2 days the resulting diploids were replicated to 
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YPG. Strain aM17-162-4A carries a mi( mutation between +74 and +504 of cob 

(Nobrega and Tzagoloff, 1980b). Therefore, only those nuclear transformants 

which carried mitochondrial cob sequence yielded respiratory competent diploids 

following mating to aM17-162-4A. Mitochondrial transformants (synthetic rho

strains; Fox et al., 1988) were obtained at a frequency of approximately 1 per 1000 

nuclear transformants. 

Strain construction. Strains carrying recombinant mitochondrial genomes, in 

which a cob deletion present in a synthetic rlzo- strain had been recombined into 

the grande mitochondrial genome, were isolated as follows: 0.5 ml each of 

overnight YPD cultures of the synthetic rho- strain and the karyogamy-deficient 

strain JC3/M941O were mixed and mated at 30°C without shaking for 3 h. The 

culture was then diluted with 2 ml of fresh YPD, grown with shaking at 30°C for 3 

h, and plated for single colonies on WO + 20 ,ug/ml histidine, 20 J-Lg/ml leucine to 

select for the LL20 nucleus. Cytoductants from this cross carried one of three 

mitochondrial genomes: (1) the M9410 genome, which contains a deletion of cob 

sequence between -975 and -64. Cells carrying the M9410 genome lack mature 

cob mRNA and are, therefore, respiratory incompetent (Dobres et al., 1985), (2) 

the synthetic rlzo- genome, or (3) a recombinant genome, in which the cob deletion 

present in the synthetic rlzo- had replaced the deletion in M941O. Cytoductants 
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which carried recombinant genomes were identified by their ability to form 

respiratory competent diploids when mated to a synthetic rho- tester strain, which 

carried a deletion of cob sequence from approximately -200 to +53. 

Recombination between the tester and the recombinant mitochondrial genomes, 

but not between the tester and M9410 mitochondrial genomes, restored wild-type 

cob sequence and produced respiratory competent diploids. Yeast strains which 

carried recombinant mitochondrial genomes were named according to the cob 

deletion present on the mtDNA. The recombinant cob mitochondrial genomes 

were transferred to the otherwise isogenic cbpl strain, CPIL/rhoo, via cytoduction 

using the karl strain JC3/rllOo. 

Isolation of revertants of strain 938B. Respiratory competent revertants of 

strain 938B were isolated by inoculating three separate YPD cultures with an 

individual colony of strain 938B, growing the cultures 1 day at 30° C and plating 

approximately 3 x 107 cells from each culture on a YPG plate. Mter one week at 

30°C, several size classes of respiratory competent colonies were evident on the 

YPG plates. One colony of the largest size class was chosen from each of the 

original cultures, yielding strains 938B-SO, 938B-S2 and 938B-S3. Strains 938B-Sl 

and B13L/938B-Sl were obtained by transferring the mitochondrial DNA from 



strain 938B-SO to strains LL20/rllOo and B13L1rlzoo via cytoduction using the karl 

strain JC3/rlzoo. 
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Southern and northern blot analyses. mtDNA was prepared as described 

previously (Bonitz et ai., 1980a). Mitochondrial RNA was prepared as described 

(Bonitz et ai., 1980b) except all strains were grown in liquid YPD medium, 

vanadium adenosine was omitted from the lysis buffer, and mitochondria were 

extracted with 10 mM Tris, pH 7.5, rather than with 2% sodium dodecyl sulfate, to 

avoid extraction of mtDNA. 

For Southern analyses, restriction fragments of mtDNA were fractionated in 

1 % agarose gels and transferred to Nytran nylon membranes (Southern, 1975, as 

modified by Schleicher and Schuell). The blots were exposed to 254 nm 

ultraviolet radiation at the surface of a transilluminator (Ultraviolet Products, Inc.; 

Model TM40) for 3 min to crosslink nucleic acids to the Nytran membrane. Prior 

to hybridization, the blots were soaked in 500 ml of 5 x SSC (1 x SSC is 150 mM 

NaCl, 15 mM trisodium citrate, pH 7.0), 0.5% sodium dodecyl sulfate for 10 min 

at 45 0 C. The blots were pre-hybridized in 6 x SSC, 1% sarkosyl, 50 ,Ltg/ml carrier 

DNA at 65 0 C. 32P-labeled probe was added to the buffer and hybridized at 65 0 C 

for 12 to 24 h. Following hybridization, the blots were washed once in 2 x SSC, 

1 % sodium dodecyl sulfate for 20 min at room temperature and four times 20 min 
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in 5 mM Tris, pH 8.0, dried and exposed to x-ray film (Kodak XAR-5). For 

northern analyses, mitochondrial RNA was fractionated in 1 % agarose under non

denaturing conditions and transferred to Nytran nylon membranes (Alwine et al., 

1977 as modified by Schleicher and Schuell). Nucleic acids were crosslinked to 

the membrane and the blots were washed as described for the mtDNA blots. The 

blots were pre-hybridized in 30% formamide, 5 x sse, 50 mM NaP04, pH 6.5, 1 x 

Denhardt's (Maniatis et al., 1982), 0.5% sodium dodecyl sulfate, 10 mM EDT A, 

0.5 mg/ml carrier DNA at 45 0 C. 32P-Iabeled probe was added to the buffer and 

hybridized at 45 0 e for 12 to 24 h. Following hybridization, the blots were washed 

in 2 x sse, 0.5% sodium dodecyl sulfate for three times 20 min, dried and 

exposed to x-ray film. 

Probe "5'cob" was a cRNA probe prepared by transcription (Mayer and 

Dieckmann, 1989) of the Mbo I-Aha III fragment extending from -1344 to -884 of 

cob ligated into the E. coli vector pSP65 (Promega). "cob" was a cRNA probe 

prepared by transcription of the Mbo I fragment extending from +319 to + 1361 

of cob ligated into pSP65. "5'0Ii" was prepared by nick-translation (Maniatis et al., 

1975) of the Mbo I fragment extending from -2368 to -400 of oli1 (relative to the 

olil ATG), and "oli" was prepared by nick-translation of the Alu I-Hae III 

fragment extending from + 179 to + 797 of olii. 
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The cob-specific 32P-Iabeled probes used in the analysis of cob deletion strains 

obtained by mitochondrial transformation were synthesized by random-priming of 

cob sequence extending from either -1350 to +319 (for Southern analyses) or from 

-1350 to +654 (for Southern analysis of strain 4L and for northern analyses), as 

recommended by the supplier of the labeling kit (Boehringer Mannheim 

Biochemicals, Indianapolis, IN) except that (a_32P)dATP was substituted for (a-

32p)dCTP. The olil-specific 32P-Iabeled probe used in the analysis of cob deletion 

strains obtained by mitochondrial transformation was synthesized by random 

priming of olil sequence extending from + 179 to + 797 of alii. The bI4-specific 

32P-Iabeled probe used for northern analysis of strain 4L mitochondrial RNA was 

obtained by random priming of a 613 bp Dra I fragment derived from cob intron 

bI4 (the first cob intron in strain LL20/A21; the fourth intron in strains 

LL20/KL14 and M941O). 

The signals obtained from cob transcripts or from tRNAgiu were quantitated 

using a Betascope (Betagen, Waltham, MA) and were normalized to the signal 

obtained from olil transcripts in the same sample. 

PCR amplifications and sequencing of the PCR products. Reaction conditions 

for all of the peR amplifications described in this study were as recommended by 
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the supplier of Taq I polymerase (Promega, Madison, WI or Perkin-Elmer Cetus, 

Norwalk, CT). 

Primers cob/glu and olil (Table 2) were used to amplify the recombination 

junction in mtDNA isolated from strain 2-55/ACO. The PCR product was 

digested with Taq I plus Hind III, ligated into Cia I plus Hind III-digested 

pBluescript-KS and the inserts present in plasmid DNA isolated from individual 

clones were sequenced using Sequenase Version 2.0 and the universal T7 primer 

(Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) as recommended by the supplier of the enzyme 

(United States Biochemical Corporation, Cleveland, OH). 

The mutations present in strains 938B-Sl, -S2 and -S3 were identified by PCR 

amplification of the region surrounding the deletion junction in each strain, using 

primers cob/glu and cob2B (Table 2), followed by ligation of the Taq I-digested 

PCR products into the Cia I site of pBluescript-KS. The inserts present in 

plasmid DNA isolated from four individual clones from each revertant were 

sequenced using Sequenase Version 2.0 and the universal T3 or T7 primers. 

Primer extension analysis of mRNA 5' ends. Primers cob5B+3 (strains A21, 

961A, 944-22, 948A and 944A; Table 2) or cob6B (strains SUF63-F, SUF63-R, 

898B, 938B, 938B-Sl and 997B; Table 2) were 32P-Iabeled with T4 polynucleotide 

kinase and (y_32p)ATP as recommended by the supplier of the enzyme (Promega, 
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Madison, WI). 5 to 10 p.,g of total cellular RNA (G. Caponigro, personal 

communication) and 5 pmoles of primer were mixed and brought to a final 

volume of 10 p.,l in annealing buffer (200 mM KCI, 10 mM Tris-Cl, pH=8.3 at 

42°C). The mixture was heated at 85°C for 5 min and then annealed at 58°C 

(cob5B+3) or 54°C (cob6B) for 90 min. The tubes were placed at 42°C, 10 p.,l of 

reaction mix (1.0 mM dGTP, 1.0 mM dCTP, 3.0 mM dATP, 3.0 mM dTTP, 2 x 

reaction buffer, 7.0 units AMV Reverse Transcriptase; the reaction buffer and 

enzyme were supplied by Boehringer Mannheim, Indianapolis, IN) were added to 

the annealed primer/RNA mixture, the reaction was incubated at 42°C for 45 min 

and stopped by the addition of 12 p.,l stop mix (95% formamide, 0.1% 

bromophenol blue, 0.1% xylene cyanol). 9 p.,l of each reaction was loaded on a 

6% polyacrylamide, 7 M urea sequencing gel. Sequencing reactions served as size 

markers. To compare cob transcript levels in cbpJ strains to those in CBPJ wild

type strains, the signals obtained from the individual primer extension products 

were quantitated with a Betascope and normalized to signals obtained from 

primer extension products that were not derived from cob transcripts (labeled "n" 

in Figure 12B). 

Analysis of tRNAg1u in strain 944A. To determine the size of tRNAg1u in strain 

944A, 6 p.,l of mitochondrial RNA were mixed with 4 p.,l formamide stop mix, the 
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mixture was heated at 85°C for 2 min and electrophoresed on a 6% 

polyacrylamide, 8 M urea sequencing gel. The gel was soaked in 1 x T AE (0.04 M 

Tris-acetate, 1 mM EDTA) for 15 min, and the RNA was transferred to a Nytran 

nylon membrane (Schleicher and Schuell, Keene, NH) with an electroblotter at 

500 rnA for 90 min. The blot was processed and probed with the -1350 to +319 

cob probe as described for northern blots. Sequencing reactions provided size 

markers. 

35S-methionine labeling of mitochondrial gene products. Cells were labeled with 

35S-methionine in the presence of cycloheximide as described (Crivellone et at., 

1988). The labeled cells were harvested, washed once with 5.0 ml MTE-CC (0.25 

M mannitol, 20 mM Tris pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA, 2 mg/ml chloramphenicol and 0.1 

mM cycloheximide) and resuspended in 0.37 ml MTE-CC in a 15 ml Falcon tube. 

Two volumes of 0.45 mm glass beads were added and the cells were broken by 

vortexing for 5 min (alternating 30 seconds of vortexing with chilling on ice). The 

liquid was removed from the glass beads and the cell debris was pelleted at 650 x 

g for 10 min in a microfuge. The supernatent was transferred to a new tube and 

mitochondria were harvested at 10,000 x g for 15 min, washed once with 0.2 ml 

MTE-CC and sllspended in 30 ILl H20 plus 10 ILl Laemmli sample buffer (0.25 M 



Tris pH 6.8, 40% glycerol, 20% 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.024% bromophenol blue, 

8% sodium dodecyl sulfate). 
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The 35S-methionine labeled proteins were separated by SDS-polyacrylamide 

gel electrophoresis as described (Laemmli, 1970). Following electrophoresis, the 

gel was soaked in 3% glycerol, 40% methanol, 10% acetic acid for 2 h, treated 

with ENLIGHTNING (Du Pont), dried and exposed to X-ray film. 
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Table 1. Names and Genotypes of Yeast Strains 

Strain Genotype Ref. 

LL20 a [rlzo+] leu2-3 leu2-112 his3-11 his3-l5 2p'+ 84 

LL20/rlwo [rhoo] derivative of LL20 66 

D273-lOB/A21 a [rho+A21] met6 ER OR pR 106 

A21 [rl1O+ A21] derivative of LL20 this study 

CP1L1rhoo LEU2 insertion at the Pst I site of CBPl in 
strain LL20 66 

B13L1rhoo LEU2 replacement of Bam H1 fragments of 
CBP 1 in strain LL20 62 

CBll a [rho +] adel 105 

K393-2D a [rho +] ura3 his2 met4 lysl pet8 53 

MY7 a [rho+] lysl this study 

aM17-162-4A a [rho +, mit] adel 108 

M9410 a [rl1O+ M941O
, mit] adel opl 36 

JC3/rhoo a [rl1Oo] karl-l ade2 lys2 1 

JC3/M941O [rl1O+M9410, mit] derivative of JC3/r1lO0 this study 

DS400/A12 a [rho-] mel6 79 

E655 a [rlzo+] mel6 cbpl-20 34 

E655/lnt [rho +int4-35] derivative of E655 30 

aE655 a [rho+] adel cbpl-20 70 

aE655/Int [rho +int4-35] derivative of aE655 this study 

aE6550P a [rho+] ade1 opl cbpl-20 this study 

156/lnt a [rllO+int4-35] met6 opl cbpl-20 this study 

156/LlCO a [rlIOACO
, mit"] met6 opl cbpl-20 this study 
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96/IlCO a [rlzo~co, mit] met6 cbpl-20 this study 

2/IlCO a [rlzodCO
, mit] met6 this study 

2-55/I1CO a [rho~co, mit] met6lysl this study 

KL14-4B a [rho +KLl4] his 114 

KL14-4B/rIzoo [rlzoo] derivative of KL14-4B 114 

a4-35 a [rho -] his this study 

LL20/KL14 [rlzo+KLl4] derivative of LL20 this study 

N356 a [rho +] mel6 cbs1 

N356/r1zoo [rlzoo] derivative of N356 this study 

N356/KL14 [rlzo + KLl4] derivative of N356 this study 

961A [rho +96IA] derivative of LL20 this study 

948A [rho+ 943A] derivative of LL20 this study 

944-22 [rlzo+944-22] derivative of LL20 this study 

944A [rho +944A] derivative of LL20 this study 

923A [rho + 923A, mir] derivative of LL20 this study 

707A [rlzo+707A
, mit] derivative of LL20 this study 

997B [rlzo+ 9978, mif] derivative of LL20 this study 

938B [rlzo+ 93813, mi(] derivative of LL20 this study 

938B-SO [rho +9388-S0] revertant of 938B this study 

938B-S1 [rlZO+93813-S0] derivative of LL20 this study 

938B-S2 [rho +9388-S2] revertant of 938B this study 

938B-S3 [rho +93813-S3] revertant of 938B this study 

898B [rlZO+
89813

] derivative of LL20 this study 

772B [rlZO+ 772ll ] derivative of LL20 this gtudy 

160 [rho + 160] derivative of LL20 this study 

SUF63-F [rho +SUf63-F] derivative of LL20 this study 
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SUF63-R [rho +SUF63-R, mir] derivative of LL20 this study 

370L [rlw+370L] derivative of LL20 this study 

283L [rho +283L] derivative of LL20 this study 

200L [rho+200L] derivative of LL20 this study 

4L [rho +4L, mit] derivative of LL20 this study 

862-22 [rlw+862-22, mir] derivative of LL20 this study 

tester [rho-tester] derivative of LL20 this study 
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Table 2. Oligonucleotide primers 

primer sequencea cob sequence 

cob1714 AGGAGTGATGGATCCCTTTGG -1360 to -1341 

cob/glu CGGTTCGATTCCGATTAAGG -1121 to -1102 

cob1713 CGGAATTCGAATAACCTTAATCGGAAT -1096 to -1114 

cob1717 CCGAATTCATAATAATAAATACC -961 to -943 

cob1718 CCGAATTCTAATGAAAAATATATTATATA -898 to -918 

cob5B+3 CAATTATTATTATTATTATTATACATAAA -826 to -854 

cob2B TCCTCGAGCAATAATTTATTGTTAATATG -648 to -668 

cob6B AATTTTTATATTATTTATTAATATTGTT -601 to -628 

cob654A GAATGCATTGGAATTCTATC +668 to +649 

3The primer sequence is in the 5' to 3' orientation. Restriction endonuclease 
recognition sequences have been ullderlined. Sequence that is not identical to that 
of cob is in bold type. 
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